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ABSTRACT 
An earth orbital satellite lifetime deck has been developed and pro­
grammed in Fortran IV language for  the IBM 7094. The deck represents the 
development of a sophisticated and accurate lifetime prediction technique , which 
includes the effect of aerodynamic drag  and the nonspherical gravitational po­
tential of the earth. The computer program can be used to predict lifetime based 
on only a gross  description of the initial orbit  and drag  parameters ,  o r  based on 
a very exact definition of the initial orbit  and detailed description of the drag  
parameters  and their  variations depending on the amount of information available. 
The pr imary factor contributing to uncertainty in lifetime predictions using this 
model is the atmospheric density. A very flexible model based on data from 
Discoverer,  Gemini, and Saturn flights has been established. The pr imary 
uncertainty remaining in this model is prediction for  future years  of solar  activ­
ity behavior and its influence on density as a function of altitude. As additional 
flight data and solar  activity observations become available, they may readily 
be incorporated into the model, thus providing a rapidly changing density model 
which insures the best  representation possible. Efforts to refine the models as 
presently defined and to perform pertinent studies in the lifetime area are con­
tinuing. This repor t  represents  only the present status of model definitions and 
defines the computer program now in use. 
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EARTH ORBITAL LIFETIME PREDICTION MODEL AND PROGRAM 

SUMMARY 
An ear th  orbital satellite lifetime deck has  been developed and pro­
grammed in For t ran  IV language for the IBM 7094. The deck represents  the 
development of a sophisticated and accurate lifetime prediction technique, which 
includes the effect of aerodynamic drag  and the nonspherical gravitational poten­
tial of the earth. The computer program can be used to predict  lifetime based 
on only a gross description of the initial orbit  and d rag  parameters ,  o r  based on 
a very exact definition of the initial orbi t  and detailed description of the d rag  
parameters  and their  variations depending on the amount of information available. 
The pr imary factor contributing to uncertainty in lifetime predictions using this 
model is the atmospheric density. A very flexible model based on data from 
Discoverer,  Gemini, and Saturn flights has been established. The pr imary 
uncertainty remaining in this model is prediction for  future years  of so l a r  activ­
ity behavior and its influence on density as a function of altitude. A s  additional 
flight data and so lar  activity observations become available, they may readily 
be incorporated into the model, thus providing a rapid1y.changing density model 
which insures the best  representation possible. Efforts to refine the models as 
presently defined and to perform pertinent studies in the lifetime area are con­
tinuing. This repor t  represents  only the present status of model definitions and 
defines the computer program in use. 
SECTION I. INTRODUCTION 
An extensive effort has been underway to develop a flexible and accurate 
orbital lifetime prediction model and a density model accurately describing the 
history of decayed satellites and providing the best  available prediction fo r  future 
satellites. This has been performed jointly by the authors and the Dynamics and 
Guidance Department of the Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Huntsville 
Research and Engineering Center. Lockheed's work has  been performed under 
Contracts NAS8-11148, NAS8-11121 and Task B of NASA Schedule Order  No. I, 
Contract "�3-20082. Principal contributors from Lockheed are Mr. T. J. 
Illll I 

Richards and Mr. H. F. Kilgo. This repor t  was prepared jointly by MSFC 
amd LMSC, Section V being prepared by Mr. W. B. Hawkins, of Lockheed. The 
computer program is documented in  Reference I. 
The orbital lifetime of a satellite, in  the final analysis, depends solely 
upon two things: the initial total energy of the satellite and the time history of 
its rate of energy loss. Initial total energy is determined immediately either by 
position and velocity o r  by orbi t  elements. However, the determination of rate 
of energy loss  is not immediately evident. Consider the external influences 
which act on a satellite to change its orbit: those produced by atmospheric re­
sistance , the earth 's  nonspherical gravitational potential , lunar-solar gravitation, 
so la r  radiation pressure ,  and geomagnetic potential. Each of these ac t  to change 
the shape and orientation of the orbital ellipse. Only atmospheric resistance 
causes a net decrease in total energy. Nevertheless, these other forces are 
important in determining orbital lifetime because they influence the parameters  
which define aerodynamic forces. 
The development of sophisticated and accurate lifetime prediction and 
density models has been prompted by the need in the Saturn program for  better 
estimates of lifetime and decay characterist ics for  ear th  orbital flight. These 
data are essential to realistic mission planning. 
The basic models have been developed and a computer program written in 
Fortran language for  the IBM 7094. The program simulates the rates of change 
in  the orbit  of a satellite and ultimately calculates the total time it remains in 
oGbit. As presently coded, it includes the effects of aerodynamic drag  and the 
earth 's  nonspherical gravitational potential. The computer program can be used 
to predict lifetime based on only a gross  description of the initial orbit  and drag  
parameters ,  o r  on a very exact definition of the initial orbit  and detailed descrip­
tion of the drag  parameters  and their variations, depending upon the amount of 
information available. 
Since the elements in the drag function can be input as constants o r  
variables in  a number of ways, their accuracy is limited mainly by the amount 
of information available to the user. These elements are atmospheric density, 
d rag  coefficient, cross-sectional area, and mass  of the satellite, 
Of principal significance is the atmospheric density model. It was  desired 
to construct a model best  predicting density for  future years  and optimally util­
izing data obtained from decayed satellites and actual measurements of solar  and 
geomagnetic activity. Consequently, any "best" density model must remain in a 
constant state of flux as new data and input become available. 
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The development of this extensive capability for ear th  orbital lifetime 
predictions is by no means completely refined. The basic model and best  known 
inputs to date are formulated for  use. A continuing effort is being made to 
further develop and refine the model. The following list singles out some of the 
more significant areas ei ther  presently being investigated o r  planned to be 
investigated. Information concerning these i tems may be obtained from the 
authors. 
i. The equation used to compute the radius to the satellite as a function 
of a set of "mean" orbital elements was derived using a definition of "mean" 
elements which differs from the definition used in the transformation phase of 
the deck. The deck will be revised to either redefine the function o r  to redefine 
the elements to establish a consistent set. 
2. The transformation between osculating and "mean" elements required 
before lifetime computations is indeterminant for small  eccentricities. This 
transformation is being derived. 
3. Expressions accounting for the effects of solar  radiation pressure have 
been derived and a r e  being programmed into the deck. 
4. Expressions for  solar  and lunar gravity effects a r e  being derived and 
will  be incorporated into the deck. 
5. Uncertainties in extrapolating mean solar  activity predictions have 
been determined. The uncertainties caused by short  period fluctuations in solar  
activity a r e  being established to arr ive at an overall uncertainty in predictions 
for  shor t  and long lifetimes. 
6. A technique for  inclusion of new solar activity data into the density 
model and automatic updating of the so la r  activity future predictions based on 
past  and current  behavior will be established. 
7. Updating of the density model incorporating the latest Saturn flight 
data is in progress. This will result  in a more accurate model in the higher 
altitude region near  500 km. 
SECTION 11. DENSITY MODEL 
The carefully formulated decay equations presented in following sections 
fo r  the lifetime model are of little value for  application unless an accurate 
3 
density model is also used. Any density model which defines density as a function 
of altitude alone may be i n  e r r o r  by an  order of magnitude in the 200-700 kilo­
meter  altitude range. This section is specifically devoted to discussion of the 
time-variant density model used in  the orbital lifetime program since the model 
is of such pr imary  significance. 
A. Defining a Time-Dependent and Position-Dependent Density Model 
For  future planning, it is necessary to have the capability of accurately 
determining the instantaneous acceleration due to d rag  ( for  propellant seating 
considerations, etc. ) and the amount the orbit  decays during a shor t  period of 
time. This presents  the requirement for  an  accurate time-dependent and 
position-dependent model, whereas a less sophisticated model is usually suffi­
cient fo r  an  accurate total lifetime prediction. 
The density of the upper atmosphere (120-700 km altitude) has been 
shown to vary with certain indices of solar  and geomagnetic activity, with local 
t ime,  with season and latitude, in addition to its pr imary variation with altitude. 
Many of the relationships used in the following model were developed by H. Small 
in Reference 2. 
To describe the variation in density due to so lar  and geomagnetic activity 
fluctuations and seasonal effect, Small defines a single parameter ,  S, and re fers  
to it as a "heating parameter" o r  the "total heating. The heating parameter  S 
is defined as 
where 
~ ~ [.. [ 0 365.25]g(t)  = ,025 cos  [2. ['- ~ ~ ~ - .06 COS ~ ) t - 38047.0 
eg' t, = correction for seasonal effects 
t = time in modified Julian days 
Kp = 3-hour planetary index of geomagnetic activity 
4 
240 
Fie. = daily values of the 10.7 cm solar  flux 
-
Flo, = smoothed values of the 10.7 cm solar  flux. 
This is formed by taking the running yearly mean of Flow7, i:e. , 
The daily values of Floe and Kp, which are available in Reference 3,  are 
incorporated into the model for use in post-flight prediction (section I1 B deals 
with extrapolating these values for future predictions). 
Small a lso points out in Reference 2 that the following relationship holds 
(although he apparently did not use it in formulating his model) : 
d( ln  S) [ 3 + 2 . 5  ( - . 5  ( h - 360)'] [5 . 6  -6 . 6-= COS "1 3 ( 2 )  
where 
In p = natural log of density 
In S = natural log of S 
h = altitude in  km 
= geocentric angle between the field point and the center of the 
diurnal bulge. $ 1  of 75 deg represents a mean diurnal effect. 
By interpreting the above as 
In p - In p, 
l i s  - In s ' 
0 
it follows directly that 
5 
To apply the above equation, all that remained was the selection of a realistic 
density profile (density as a function of altitude) to define p and the associated 
0value of S . 
0 
Values from the above equation using various combinations of So and po 
(reference profiles) were compared to empirical  density data. The resul ts  of 
this comparison indicated that two such combinations provide realistic density 
models. These are the 1959 ARDC density model with an So of 220 and the 1962 
U. S. Standard density model with an So of 200. 
Figures 1 and 2 show when = 75" (mean diurnal effect) 
.81 1 + 2 . 5  ( h 240- 360 1 - . 5  (';;,","'I2 ] 
Y 
0 
fo r  various values of S and S 
0 
= 220 and S 
0 
= 200, respectively. 
These two reference atmosphers,  the 1959 ARDC and U. S. Standard 1962, 
are used in the program. Lifetimes may be predicted solely on these models 
o r  using these models as a base with corrections for  the t ime f rame being con­
sidered as discussed above and adjusted with data obtained from flights. The 
selection of a model for  the base is completely arbitrary.  Essentially the same  
density model wi l l  resul t  for  either base reference. The base model is corrected 





p (Rf)  = Density of base reference atmosphere as a function of altitude 
0 
R;. This is assumed to be a diurnal mean atmosphere. 
D = Altitude dependent correction factor derived from satellite 
C observations (discussed later in some detail). 
S = Reference index of heating parameter ,  i. e. , the value of S to 
0 which the D factor is referenced. 
C 
R! = Field point altitude above an  oblate ear th  
1 

z,b' = Angle between the field point and the center  of the diurnal bulge. 
The heating effect on atmospheric density is altitude dependent and 
the density is greater  on the side of the ear th  toward the sun. The latter effect, 
the diurnal bulge, is represented by the brackets 
i + . i 9  (e*0055Rf -1.9) 	 ( 1  q 3 
-- -.e - ­
i +.  19 (e' 0055Ri-1.9) - 1r+cls750 
and is derived in Reference 4. The formulation given above assumes that the 
base atmosphere represents  a mean dirunal effect so  that, when +'equals the 
mean value of 75 degrees  the ratio becomes one (1) for any altitude ( +' is derived 
below). The variation in the effect of the heating parameter  with altitude and 
position on p is represented in the equation (Reference 2) by K ,  where 
K =  [3+: ( R: - 360  R: - 360  240 ) -:[ 240 [ ] [''-6,.ys" ( 5 ) .  
This exponent K is shown in Figure 3 as a function of altitude. The angle z,b' 
is calculated as follows: 





(1,m ,n) = direction cosines of the field point 
X 







R.1 = Radius vector from ear th  center to field point. Xs,Ys, Z S a r e  the space-
fixed components of the position of the vehicle computed as. 
X = X' cos il - Y' s in  Q
S 
Y = X' sin Q + Y' cos  Q
S 
z = Z '  
S 
X ' = X  
Z'  = Y sin i 
and 
X = R. COS ( W  + v )
1 
Y = R. s in  (w+ v )
1 
i = orbital inclination - angle between the ear th  equatorial plane 
and the plane of the orbit  
= Right ascension of the ascending node-angle between the inter­
section of the orbital plane with the ear th  equatorial plane and 
the vernal equinox 





v = True anomaly-angle between perigee and the field point 
( lB,m B' nB) = Direction cosines of the diurnal bulge 
1B =G2 (7)s s COS RAB 
m -B -JZGj sin RABS 

n = n
3 3 s  
E = inclination of the ecliptic = 0. 4092 rad  
h = celestial longitude of the sun 
S 
As = LO. 017203 d + .0335 s in  (0.017203 d)  - I. 41 I rad 
d = number of days elapsed since Dec. 31, 1957 
RA = R A  - 8B S 
K
eRadians 180 i18.5 + 30eKi + K p  + (I - d)] 
i f 8 > 5  s e t e = 5  
9 

s - 160 
( T =  90 
Ki = -.00567 (Ri - 200) + e-' 01455(Ri - 200)  
K, = 18.5 + 21. 5e-.0315(Ri - 200) 
B. Verification and Accuracy of Present  Density 
Model From Flight Experience 
The effective drag  on the Saturn vehicle has been derived at MSFC 
primari ly  by the inclusion of d rag  as an additional unknown which is solved for  
in  a conventional least square differential correction orbit  determination program 
as discussed in Reference 5. The orbit  correction program used included an 
atmospheric d rag  model which used the 1959 ARDC atmospheric density profile 
and assumed a constant ballistic factor fo r  the satellite. The d rag  acceleration 
A on the satellite was calculated asD 
where CD is the d rag  coefficient, A is the effective cross-sectional area, M is 
the satellite m a s s ,  ve is the velocity relative to the ear th ,  po is the reference 
atmospheric density at the satellite, and Dc is a constant used nominally to  
compensate for  variation of the actual cur ren t  atmospheric density from the 
1959 ARDC density profile. Solutions fo r  Dc were made fo r  SA-5, SA-6 
and SA-7 using r ada r  tracking data in the orbit  correction process  described in 
Reference 5. Using these data in addition to Gemini and Discoverer data, a 
correction factor from the 1959 ARDC atmosphere was established as shown in 
Figure 4. These factors are referenced to an index of heating S of 100 which 
was applicable during the Saturn I flight time frame. Using these empirically 
derived solutions in the new jointly developed MSFC/LMSC lifetime program, 
a comparison of actual to predicted lifetime was made for  39 decayed satellites. 
The results of this comparison are presented in Table I. 
As an indication of the accuracy of the prediction, the ratio of actual 




(A/P) appears to  be normally distributed, having a mean value of I. 000 and a 
standard deviation o f .  082. These results indicate that the representation of 
solar  activity as presented and the corresponding density as a function of time 
for  the altitude region of 350 km and below is indeed valid for  the time frame up 
to 1965. The validity for future years  is only as good as the prediction of solar  
activity. 
Similar density models are currently being investigated: one using the 
59 ARDC as the reference density model, So = 220 and DC = i. 0 for  all altitudes, 
and another using the 62 U. S. Standard as the reference density, So = 200, and 
DC = i. 0 for  all altitudes. These yield essentially the same density as the one 
previously mentioned ( S o  = 100, DC shown in Figure 4) in the 100-300 km alti­
tude range and are currently being compared to data obtained in the 490-550 km 
altitude range from SA-8, SA-9, and SA-IO flights. 
C .  	Prediction of Future Behavior of Parametr ic  
Input to the Model 
Examination of the history of solar activity indicates that the present 
cycle need not necessarily follow a course s imilar  to the last cycle. The Flo. 
and zpfor the period 1958-1975, which are currently being used in the MSFC 
computer program, are shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the heating para­
meter  s based on the nominal values of 710.  ? and % given in Figure 5. The 
seasonal effect e d t )  on S is shown in Figure 7 as a function of the time of the 
year. The product of these two factors yields the heating parameter S. The-
Flo. and fTP values which occurred earlier than mid-I965 are averages of the actual recorded values, while those from mid- 1965 to 1975 are based upon 
certain predictions and assumptions. 
The extrapolation of FiO,was based on the following assumptions: 
I. Flo. and Zurich smoothed sunspot number, R,  a r e  well correlated 
and the regression line is given by Reference 6 as 
and 
2. The beginning of the new cycle (minimum Fie,?) was in mid-1964. 
3. The new sunspot cycle was assumed to have the shape and duration 
of the mean of sunspot cycles 8 through 18. 
4. The magnitude of the sunspot maximum, RM, was assigned the value 
150, based on the following: 
( a )  All predictions of RM thus far found in the l i terature agree that 
RM will be less than 150 (except one which indicates that RM < 160). 
(b)  In predicting lifetimes for  mission planning, it is generally 
better to underpredict lifetime than to overpredict lifetime. 
(c )  While most  authors predict  a value of RM considerably lower 
than 150, the likelihood of this is questionable in view of the fact that the pre­
ceding cycle had the highest RM ever  recorded and natural phenomena tend not 
to  change drastically from one occurrence to the next. 
5. The time lapse of four years  from minimum to maximum 
sunspot number for  the new cycle is the same as that fo r  the mean of cycles 8 
through 18. The relationships of consideration I above were used to compute-
FiOS7from the R values obtained by adjusting the mean of cycles 8 through 18 
by a proportionality factor which forced RM to be 150. 
-
The 3a upper bound curve of Fie. ?, Flo.'I (max) , was drawn by fairing 
straight line segments through points computed by the following formula: 
This formula was chosen to represent  the increasing uncertainty in Fie. as Flo, 
increases  and as time increases.  The weighting factors  w e r e  chosen so as to 
yield 
-
FioB7(max) = 244 at 1968. 5. 
The 244 maximum of the previous cycle w a s  chosen as an absolute maximum for  
the new cycle. The 3 0  lower bound was derived similarly from the lowest 
recorded cycle. 
12 














( A D )  
s 
I 58 DELTA 2 1959.158 207 404.0 364.0 1.11 
2 58 DELTA 2 1959.725 199 197.7 179.5 1.10 
3 58 ZETA 1958.966 175 33. 6 33.2 1. 0 1  
4 59 GAMMA 1959.287 257 11.2 10.7 1. 05 
5 59 EPSILON 1959.621 215 43. 4 39.9 1.09 
6 59 ZETA 1959.637 218 60. 7 51. 6 1. 18 
7 59 LAMBDA 1959.889 187 108.3 110.0 0. 98 
8 59 EPSILON 2 1960.125 219 362.0 355.5 1. 02 
9 60 DELTA 1960.294 173 9. 83 10. 6 0.93 
0 60 THETA 1960.615 256 95. 0 106.6 0. 89 
1 60 OMICRON 1960.880 183 42. 9 42.7 1.01 
2 60 SIGMA 1960. 960 251 107.4 113.0 0. 95 
3 60 TAU 1960. 973 195 32. 9 33. 8 0. 97 
4 61 EPSILON 1961.135 298 525.5 575.3 0.91 
5 61  ZETA 1961.146 252 422.6 460.7 0. 92 
6 61  LAMBDA 1 1961.272 297 372. 9 384.8 0. 97 
7 61 LAMBDA 2 1961.321 220 391.2 429.6 0. 91 
8 61 XI 1961.466 224 23. 2 27. 8 0. 83 
9 61  PI 1961.537 233 133. 9 143.4 0. 93 
0 61  ALPHA BETA 1961.745 243 27. 3 27. 3 1. 00 
1 61 ALPHA GAMMA 1961.803 234 24. 9 25. 0 1. 00 
2 61 ALPHA EPSILOI 1961. 855 246 394.3 413.0 0. 95 
3 61 ALPHA KAPPA 1961.973 248 76. 8 74. 6 I. 03 
84 62 RHO 1962.356 203 15. 6 13. 1 1.19 
85 62 CHI 1962.435 213 20. 6 19. 5 1. 06 
6 62 ALPHA GAMMA 1962.496 209 76. 2 79.6 0. 96 
7 62 SIGMA 1962.556 323 492.0 484.2 1.02 
18 62 ALPHA ETA 1962.575 204 16. 5 15. 8 1. 04 
I9 62 ALPHA THETA 1962.594 206 18. 6 18.2 i. 0.2 
'0 62 ALPHA KAPPA 1962.602 208 18. 3 20.0 0. 92 
I 62 ALPHA SIGMA 1962.673 176 6. 9 7.1 0. 97 




TABLE I. ( Concluded) 
- -~ -. . 
Name S t h P 
A P R 
. -
(year)
- --. - .-. 
(b) ( days) (days) (A/P) 
32 62 ALPHA CHI 1962.728 211 56. 9 56. 8 i. 00 
33 62 BETA EPSILON 1962.797 220 29. 5 26. 8 1.10 
34 62 BETA OMICRON 1962.865 210 20. 1 20.4 0. 99 
35 62 BETA SIGMA 1962.928 134 3. 6 3. 85 0. 94 
36 62 BETA PHI 1962. 980 200 16. 1 15.15 1. 06 
37 64 (GEMINI) 1964.274 164 4. 2 5.09 0. 86 
38 64 (SA-6) 1964.408 182 3. 2 3.21 1. 00 
39 64 (SA-7) 1964.716 185 3. 8 3.3 1. 15 
-
t = initial t ime, h
P 
= initial perigee altitude, A = actual lifetime, P = predicted
s 
lifetime. 
1 4  

p’p 59 
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FIGURE I .  RATIO O F  DENSITY FOR VARIOUS VALUES O F  S 




FIGURE 2. RATIO O F  DENSITY FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF S 
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FIGURE 3. EXPONENTIAL ATMOSPHERIC WEIGHTING FACTOR (K) FOR EFFECT OF HEATING 
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III. LIFETIME PROGRAM 
A. NOTATION 
Equation P r d g r a m  
Symbo1 
















_ _ _  
Definition 
- _ _  - -
apogee radius 
t ime r a t e  of change of apogee 
radius 
M(t)A; 
interpolated value of apogee at  
t ime TA ( j  = 1...5) 
j 
effective drag a r e a  of the 
orbiting vehicle 
coefficient of drag as an  altitude 
function 
coefficient of drag as  an  attitude 
*ction 
coefficient of the 4th zonal har ­
monic of the earth 's  gravitational 
potentia1 
reciprocal of the flatteinng of 
the ear th  (298.3) 
daily 10.7 c m  solar f l u x  
yearly mean values of F10.7 
coefficient of the 3rd zonal ha r ­
monic of the earth 's  gravitational 
potential 
coefficient of the 2nd zonal ha r ­
monic of the ear th 's  gravitational 
potential 















I 1  
I I  
IO-22 2
watts/  m 
/cycle 
/sec 




I I  

























_ _  




A P  daily mean values of geomag-
netic index 
sional 
XK I 1  
MT mass  of orbiting vehicle at time t kg 
PDI anomalistic period. (time between 
two successive perigee passages)  min  
PER1 perigee radius km 
PDOT time ra te  of change of perigee 
r adiu s 
km/day 
PDOTP M (t)Pi kg -km 
/day 
P N  interpolated value of perigee at 
t ime Tp (k = 1...5) km 
k 
RAB right ascension of the center of 
the diurnal bulge deg 
RAS right ascension of the sun deg 
AE ear th 's  equatorial padiub km 
RI radius to  probe km 
RIP altitude to probe km 
RPAI sub-perigee apogee earth radius km 
ss current  index of total heating non-
of the atmosphere dimen-
sional 
so reference index of total heating I 1  
of the atmosphere 
(Continued) 
2 8  
(Continued) 












XL,  XM, XN 

XLB, XMB, XNB 






t imes  at  which apogee interpo­
lations a r e  performed 
t imes  at which per igee interpo­
lations a r e  performed 
earth-fixed velocity at perigee 
space-fixed ephemeris  compo­
nents of the position of the 
satellite (see Section II-B-2) 
semi-major  axis of the 
ellip s e 
t ime ra te  of change of semi-
major  axis 
number of days elapsed since 
31 December 1957 
eccentricity 
inclination 
direction cosines of the satellite 
direction cosines of the celiter 
of the diurnal bulge 
direction cosines of the vector 
to  the sun 
mean motion 
unive r sa1 t ime 
t ime in orbit  

















1 1  
1 1  
deg/d ay 








~ _ _ - -
Equation P r o g r a m  
Symbol Symbol 
- -. - .. -. 
Ati D TI  
e THETA 
% XLAG 
$1i’ $2 0 CAPW 
A r ,  CAPIDi’ 0 









0 OMEGA e 
Oi’ wo s m w  
. .  
Oi’ w 0 SMAID 
Definition Units 
. . ~ -
change in t ime for  one apogee 
s tep 
s idereal  t ime 
lag angle between ear th-sun 
line and the diurnal bulge 
right ascension of the ascending 
node 
t ime ra te  of change of ascending
node 
angle of attack of the satellite 
apogee integration step s ize  
obliquity of the ecliptic 
celestial  longitude of the sun 
t rue  anomaly 
atmospheric density 
angle between the center of the 
diurnal bulge and the  satellite 
rotational velocity of the ear th  
argument of perigee 
t ime r a t e  of change of argument 
of perigee 
- ­__--- __-___- -~ 
Subscripted symbols such as wi,.Qi,Ai denote values at the ith apogee step, 
whereas  w0’ Q 0 ,A0 denote initial values. 
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B. Program Description and Flow of Computations 
The Satellite Orbi t  Decay and Orbital Lifetime Program has three phases: 
(i) a control phase that controls the sequence of events in the ent i re  program; 
( 2 )  a transformation phase that accepts input in any of eight coordinate systems 
and transforms to  the remaining seven; and ( 3 )  a lifetime phase that computes 
the decay history and lifetime of the orbiting body. The deck is programmed in 
Fortran IV language for  the IBM 7094 computer. 
I. Control Phase. This phase determines the route to be taken and the 
values to be used in computing both the decay history and lifetime. The Control 
Phase first calls the input routine "MAVRIK" which reads one o r  more  data cards 
f o r  the initial case. The only card  that is always required fo r  execution of the 
program is the one that defines either the satellite's initial position and velocity 
o r  orbit  elements in one of eight optional coordinate systems. However, the 
actual breakdown of these options leads to more ways of inputting these initial 
orbit  parameters  than eight. The following outline elaborates on this. 
The use r  can input in any one of eight coordinate systems,  two of which 











' 'In effect, there are 12 coordinate systems. 
Earth-fixed plumbline (position and velocity) 
E arth-f ixed ephemeris (position and velocity) 
Space-fixed ephem eris (position and velocity) 
Space-f ixed geographic (position and velocity) 
E arth-fixed geographic (position and velocity) 
Platform (position and velocity) 
Osculating orbital elements: 
( a )  	 Semi-major axis ,  eccentricity, inclination, right ascen­
sion of ascending node, argument of perigee,  and t rue 
anomaly (alphanumeric code OET) . 
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(b)  	 Semi-major axis , eccentricity, inclination, right ascen­
sion of ascending node, argument of perigee, and eccent­
ric anomaly (OEE) . 
( c )  	 Semi-major axis, eccentricity, inclination, right ascen­
sion of ascending node, argument of perigee,  and mean 
anomaly (OEM). 
8. Mean orbital elements: 
(a) 	 Same as (7)  except mean elements replace osculating 
elements. Corresponding alphanumeric codes are MOT, 
MOE, and MOM. 
The coordinate systems described previously are explained in detail i n  
Section 111. B. 2. 
Each of the s ix  coordinate "subsystems" in ( 7 )  and ( 8 )  above can be 
input in one of four optional ways: 
A Apogee and perigee radius. 
B 	 Apogee and perigee radius , inclination, right ascension of ascending 
node, ( t rue ,  eccentric , o r  mean) anomaly, argument of perigee,  
universal time , sidereal time. 
C Semi-major axis and eccentricity. 
D 	 Semi-major axis , eccentricity, inclination, right ascension of 
ascending node, ( t rue ,  eccentric,  o r  mean) anomaly, argument of 
perigee , universal t ime, and sidereal time. 
In option A and C the apogee radius,  perigee radius,  semi-major axis,  
and eccentricity are treated as mean elements whether they are mean o r  
osculating. This is the case since the other elements required for the trans­
formation between osculating and mean elements are not given. Nominal values 
of inclination, right ascension of ascending node , ( true , eccentric , and mean) 
anomaly, argument of perigee,  universal t ime, and sidereal time are built into 
the program. F o r  orbits having elements grossly different from these, use 
options B o r  D. Options A and C should be used only if  a bare  minimum of 
information is available. 
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After calling "MAVRIK, I' the control phase logically decides whether 
input is position and velocity o r  orbit  elements. I�it decides that an  orbital 
element system was not used, then the program proceeds immediately to the 
transformation phase; if an orbital element was used, further decision-making is 
required by the control phase. In all cases except options A and C of the orbital 
element system the program uses  the transformation phase. However, when 
either options A o r  C are chosen the transformation phase is not used since it 
is unlikely that one would des i re  transformation based on "nominal" values of 
i, 5 2 ,  w, etc. 
a. Orbital Element System Not Used. If the coordinate system input 
is other than orbital elements, such as earth-fixed geographic (EFG) , then the 
following events occur: 
I.Transform EFG to the remaining seven systems. 
2. Pr in t  transformations. 
3. Extract from mean orbital elements the following: apogee 
Logical Flow: 
radius,  perigee radius , inclination, right ascension of ascend­
ing node, and argument of perigee. These elements are then 
ready for  use in the lifetime phase. 




values of A ,  
P, i ,  a,w 
Compute decay 




b. Orbital Element System-Is Used. If the coordinate system 
input code contains-the alphanumeric code for  one of the Orbital Element systems,  
OET, OEE, OEM, MOT, MOE, MOM, then one of four input options is available. 
Consider the case: 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
OET = ++.++) ++, ++) ++, ++) ++, i+)++, ++) ++, ++) ++.++) ++, ++) . 
Option A 
If the value loaded in position 2 of this input is greater  than I.0, then 
positions 3 through 8 are tested. If all these positions contain zeroes then the 
input is assumed to be in the form: 
OET = Apogee radius) perigee radius).  
These two values along with the assembled "nominal" values for  inclination, right 
ascension of ascending node, and argument of perigee are ready for  use in the 
lifetime phase. 
Logical Flow: 












If any of positions 3 through 8 are non-zero, then the input is assumed to 
be in the form : 
OET = apogee radius) perigee radius) inclination) right ascension of node) 
t rue anomaly) argument of perigee) universal  time) sidereal t ime).  
Semi-major axis and eccentricity are computed from the input values of apogee 
and perigee radius: 
A + P  A - P  
0 0 0 0 a =  e =  
0 	 2. o A + P  ' 
0 0 
These elements a r e  now in the format required for  transformation not only to 
mean elements fo r  use in the lifetime phase, but also to the elements in the 







and compute decay H 'print* 
I 
'­- 0. ? 
NO 
Input is apogee, 
perigee,  
i, a,v ,  w ,  t ,  0 
t 
1 
Compute a & e from 
apogee and perigee. 




If position 2 is less than i. 0, then positions 3 through 8 are tested. If 
these positions are all zero  then the input is in the form: 
OET = semi-major axis) eccentricity). 
From these two values, apogee and perigee radius are calculated: 
A 
0 
= a  
0 




(i. - e )
0 0 

These values are used along with the assembled "nominal" values of inclination, 
right ascension of ascending node, and argument of perigee in the lifetime phase. 
Logical Flow: 
major axis and 
Compute apogee 
I No Uqe assembled values 
of i, Q ,  w and compute 




If position 2 is less then i. 0 and if any of positions 3 through 8 are non­
zero  then the input is in  the form: 
OET = semi-major axis) eccentricity) inclination) right ascension of 
ascending node) t rue anomaly) argument of perigee) universal 
time) sidereal t ime).  
These elements are in the format  required for  transformation not only to mean 
elements f o r  use in the lifetime phase, but also to  the elements in the remaining 
coordinate systems for  display in the printout. 
Logical Flow: 
in orbital 
2 greater  
than 
'/I 




Input is a ,  e,  i ,  Transform to of A,  P, i ,  Q, w and 
a,v ,  w, t ,  e other systems t compute decay rate& print. 
2. Transformation Phase. The transformation phase accepts input in 
any one of the eight aforementioned coordinate systems,  performs the required 
transformations, and outputs in the remaining seven. All programming is done 
in double precision. The transformation subroutine is a general purpose one 
used in other computer programs. A detailed description of this phase of the 
program is not included in this writeup, but may be obtained from the author. A 





a. Earth-Fixed Plumbline ( EFP] 
XEP,  YEP, ZEP,  DXEP, DYEP, DZEP 
A right-handed Cartesian coordinate system with its origin 
at a point on the surface of the ear th ,  specified by geodetic 
coordinates @o,and Ao. The Z-axis points in  the direction 
of the local geodetic vertical (plumbline). The X-Y plane is 
tdngent to the geodetic ellipsoid with the X-axis pointing 
along a specified azimuth defined as (KAPPA) (normally the 
fir ing direction). This system is completely earth-fixed. 
b. Earth-Fixed Ephemeris (EFE)  
XE,  YE, ZE, DXE, DYE, DZE 
A right-handed geocentric Cartesian coordinate system. The 
Z-axis points north along the axis of rotation of the ear th  
(through the north pole). The X-Y plane is the ear th  equa­
torial plane, and the X-axis points through the Greenwich 
meridian of longitude. The system is completely earth-fixed. 
c. &ace-Fixed Ephemeris (SFE) 
XS, YS, ZS, DXS, DYS, DZS 
A right-handed geocentric Cartesian coordinate system. The 
Z-axis points north along the axis of rotation of the ear th  
(through the north pole). The X-Y plane is the ear th  equa­
torial plane, and the X-axis is collinear with and directed 
toward the vernal equinox of date (i. e. , at time t) . At time 
t = 0,  the Greenwich Hour Angle equals zero. 
~d. Space-Fixed Geographic (SFG) 
A right-handed system containing an earth-fixed position 
vector and a space-fixed velocity vector. The position vector 
is specified by geocentric earth-fixed spherical coordinates: 
radius,  R geocentric latitude, q S ,  with respect to the ear th  
S Y  
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equatorial plane; and geographic longitude , A, , measured 
positive eastward from the Greenwich meridian in the ear th  
equatorial plane. The velocity vector is referenced to a 
fundamental plane tangent to the sphere of radius Rs, per­
pendicular to Rs, and with origin at the point of tangency. 
The velocity vector is specified by space-fixed velocity 
magnitude, VS’ elevation angle, E S , with respect  to the funda­* 
mental plane; and azimuth a s ,  the angle between the pro­
jection of the velocity vector in  the fundamental plane and the 
north vector in that plane. 
e. Earth-Fixed Geographic (EFG) 
The right-handed (nonrectangular) system with its origin at 
the center of the earth. The position vector is defined by Re, 
$e, and he which are the same as R,, is,and hs in the space-
fixed geographic system. The earth-fixed velocity vector is 
defined by Ve, the earth-fixed velocity magnitude, ole the 
earth-fixed azimuth of the velocity vector,  and the earth-
fixed elevation of the velocity vector. This system is com­
pletely earth-fixed. Ve, ae, and are defined the same  as 
Vs, a s ,  and .cS except they are earth-fixed and not space-
fixed. 
f. Platform System (PLT)  
XPL,  YPL, Z P L ,  XDPL, YDPL, ZDPL 
The platform coordinate system is defined such that i t  coin­
cides with the earth-fixed plumbline system until the time of 
first motion of the vehicle. At the instant of f i r s t  motion, the 
system becomes space-fixed and is a space-fixed plumbline 
system with its origin centered a t  the launch pad a t  the t ime 
of first motion. Gravitational effects on the position and 
velocity component at the transformation time are accounted 
for. The system is a right-handed rectangular coordinate 
system. The Y-axis points in the direction of the local geo­
detic vertical (plumbline). The X-Y plane is tangent to the 




points along a specified azimuth defined as KAPPA (normally 
the fir ing direction). The system is then completely space-
fixed. 
g. _Osculating..Orbital Elements (GET) , (6E-M) , (GEE) 
a, e, i ,  Q ,  w ,  ( v ,  E o r  M) 
The orbital element system is defined by six elements of the 
two-body ellipse with the reference body being determined by 
the body constants used, normally those of the earth. The 
elements are the semi-major axis ( a )  of the ellipse; the 
eccentricity (e); the inclination of the orbital plane to the 
equatorial plane (i); the right ascension of the ascending 
node (0); measured eastward in the equatorial plane from 
the vernal equinox to the ascending node of the orbit; the 
argument of perigee o r  the angle between the ascending node 
and the perigee (a); and the angular position of the satellite 
defined by either true ( v )  , eccentric ( E )  o r  mean ( M )  
anomaly. 
h. Mean~O~bkta l_Elements~~(MGT) , (M-DM) , (MGE) 
The mean orbital elements are defined as the osculating 
orbital  elements with either o r  both the long and shor t  peri­
odic variation due to the earth oblateness removed. 
Equation defining the short-period variations in orbital elements contain 
trignometric functions in argument of latitude o r  in one of the anomalies; hence, 
they have periods equal to o r  less than one orbital period. Expressions for the 
long-period variations, on the other hand, contain trignometric functions in ar­
gument of perigee and hence have periods much l a rge r  than one orbital period. 
These long-period t e rms  may contain some short-period t e rms  also. 
Note that universal time and sidereal time are common to all eight 
coordinate systems. 
3.  Lifetime Phase. The initial mean orbital elements A,, Po, io, Qo, 
w o ,  are input to the orbit lifetime-decay computation phase from the control phase. 




are evaluated using Simpson's numerical integration technique. Integration steps 
in true anomaly are taken from 0 to 360" , completing one orbital revolution, 
and the mean rates of change over the revolution evaluated. The effective drag  
coefficient, area, and atmospheric density are required input at each integration 
step. The orbital decay is thus evaluated at successive apogee steps in the fol­
lowing manner. For successive apogee (A) values taken in increments of dA, 
the cprresponding perigee (P) values are determined, the rates of change 
and P are evaluated and the resulting lifetime calculated using Runge-Kutta 
integration of and the orbital mass  function. More detailed explanations are 
given in the following subsections. 
a. Orbital Parameter  Computations 
( I) Parameters  that are constant at the it' apogee integration 
step for all v values. 
ai = 2I(Ai + Pi) 
e. = ( A .  - P.)/CAi + Pi)








sin ~ W . ) / F
1 




bl = 1 - -3 sin2 i
2 0 









h. = -Jn. cos i 
1 1 0 
w - .= -1 Jn. ( 4  - 5






- Ai - I  )/Ai - I  ' 
then 
a.= ai - I  + ai - I  Ati1 
w i = w  i - I  +; i - I  Ati . 
At initial t ime, 
w = w  * a . = a  .
i o 7  1 0 
Finally, period and velocity at perigee are computed from 
1 





( RE/P i1 2 ( i  - 3 sin2 i 0 sin2 w . )1 1 
2 . km/sec 
( 2 )  Parameters  that are variable with v at each apogee integration 




ai(i - e:) 2JREZ 
2 sin2 ( w .1+ v)] -$ jR.
1 
= i + e .  cos v) + 3a. (I - e:) { sin2 io [i- 1.
1 1 
r 1 
- (0.3RE H/J) sin io 
0 
km 
Altitude of the satellite is 
Ri' = Ri - RE i - ( I /F)  sin2 i sin2 ( w  + v )J . km 
0 i 
This value of R' is used in  the density p
0 
(R.') and drag  coefficient ( CD ')1
calculations. 
~b. Ballistic Parameters  Computation 
(I)Drag Coefficieg. The effective drag  coefficient is input in two 
parts.  (Note that the nomenclature w a s  arbi t rar i ly  selected and may not be 
consistent with standard aerodynamic terminology. ) 
(a)  The first par t ,  CD1, is input as a function of altitude (Ri t ) .  
The input is given in  table form with up to 20 values of 

CD' and the associated altitude. This allows f o r  the varia­ 

tionin CD with altitude. The table is input with the highest 





A l inear interpolation is performed to determine CD fo r  a 

specific value of P. If only one CD' is input no interpolation 

is performed and the one value of CD' is is used for  all values 
of P. If P exceeds the first value in the table, the first 
value of C,' in the table is used; i f  it is smaller  than the 
last value in the table, the last value is used. 
(b)  	The second par t ,  CN, is input as a function of angle of attack 
o r  time. The input is given in table form with up to 20 values 
of CN and the associated angles of attack o r  time. Angle o! 
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var ies  from 0 to 360" while time starts at smallest  value. 
This allows for  variable attitudes of the vehicle during an 
orbit. 
-i If a is input a l inear interpolation should be performed 
to determine CN for a specific value of 0 1 .  If only one 
CN is input, this value is used for all values of a. 
-2 If time is input check lifetime ti - , then: 
If ti-i 2 tN-i , use CN at tN value. 
If ti- < tN-i , use CN at tN-i value. 
The times associated with the C
N 
'smean that discrete changes in  C
N are 
made at these times. 
The value of the coefficient of drag to be used at each integration point 
around the orbit  is then 
cD =cDI C N .  
( 2 )  Drag A r e a  
Aoi = f ( a ,  o r  time) 
The effective drag  area is input as a function of angle of attack o r  time. 
This then allows for variable attitude during an orbit o r  at some time in  flight 
but not both. The input is given in table form with up to 20 values of a r e a  and 
the associated angles of attack o r  time. 
If o! is input, a l inear interpolation is performed to determine Aoi at 
a specific a. If only one Aoi is input, this value is used for  all values of 01. 
If time is input, check lifetime ti- I at the previous integration step. 
Then , 
if tidi L tN-i , use A at tN value; 
if tidi < tN-i , use A at h-i value. 
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The times associated with the A's mean that discrete  changes are made in A at 
these time points. 
( 3 )  Special CDAoi Provision 
A special provision is made to compute CDAoi f o r  use in the A' 
and equations if called for  by the flag. This allows fo r  a variation in attitude 
during an orbit  with only a specification of the number of revolutions made. 
CDA = (Sine(N1, ti, ... NN, tN (End( 
where N is the number of cycles/orbit made by the orbiting vehicle input as a 
function of time t. A check is made of the lifetime ti-i: 
I f ti-i I tN - i  ' use N at tN value. 
I f ti-i < tN-1' use N at tN-i value. 
The following equation is then used to compute CDA: 
CDA = CDiAol + (CD#02 - CDiAoi) lsin (Nv  + ao)  1 , 
where 
CD1= CD'CNl, CD2 = CD'CN2 . . 
CN,, A,,, CN2, A,, and CD' values are determined from the table functions, and 
a0 is taken from the angle of attack table (described below) for  a true anomaly, 
v ,  equal to zero. 
(4) Angle of Attack, o! 
The angle of attack is input as a function of true anomaly. The 
input is given in table form with up to 20 values of Q! and the associated values 
of v. If only one value of o! is given, then this value #shouldbe used for  all v's. 
(5) Mass Functions 
M(t )  = f ( G , t )  o r  f ( t )  o r  a constant 
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The mass  function M(t) will be handled in three ways: 
(a )  	Input Mo and up to 20 values each of MN and M m  in table 
form. Then the following calculations are made: 
A check on mass  at the previous time point is made: 
If M(t)  > Mm-I , continue use of MN-1 * 
If M( t )  < MfN-I  3 change to use of N '  
This should be continued in table until M(t) < Mf N  ; then use 
M( t )  = Mm . 
(b)  Input up to 20 values of mass  as a function of t ime in table 
form. Then, the following check is made on lifetime at the 
previous integration step: 
If ti-l 2 tN-l , use M a t  tN value. 
If ti-l < tNdi use M at tN-l value. 
This table allows for  discrete changes to be made in M at 
specified time point. 
(c )  If mass  is desired as a constant throughout the total lifetime, 
jus t  the initial mass  Mo is loaded. 
C. _Atmosph_ericDensity Options. The pmvision is made to call  for  the 
use of any one of s ix  atmospheric density models by flag. These models are 
1959ARDC, 1962 U. S. Standard, Poe, Small, Special 1959 ARDC, and Special 
1962 U. S. Standard. For altitudes greater  than 700 km, density is set equal to 
0. 
( I )  - .1959 ARDC and 1962 U. S. Standard Atmospheric Models. These 
two atmospheric density models a r e i n  subroutine form and are on the system 
l ibrary tape at the Computation Laboratory at Marshall Space Flight Center. 
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-- 
These two models differ from the standard 1959 ARDC and 1962 U. S. Standard 
in that they are referenced to the Patrick Air Force Base altitude rather  than a 
mean sea level altitude. 
To use this lifetime program at an installation that does not have a system 
l ibrary tape that originated at MSFC, either the subroutine ca rds  must  be ob­
tained o r  one of the models described in the following section must  be used. 
(2)  Poe and Small Atmospheric Models. The Poe and Small atmos­
pheric density models (References 2 and 7) are time and position dependent 
since the effects of atmospheric heating are included. A subroutine for  each 
of these models is included as a par t  of the Lifetime program and can be used 
directly. 
(3)  Special 1959 ARDC and Special 1962 U. S. Standard Atmospheric 
Models. These two models were previously discussed in detail in Section II. 
The models as programmed are respecified in this section. These two models 
a r e  the same as (I)with the exception that atmospheric heating and diurnal 
bulge can be included on option. There a r e  two options for specifying the effect 
of the diurnal bulge. One method is tocompute the angle ($') between the 
satellite and the center of bulge as follows: 
cos = 11B + mm B + nnB '  
To evaluate the two sets of direction cosines, the following formulas are 
required: 
P = cos L? cos ( w  + v) - s in  L? cos i sin ( w  + v) 
m = sinQ cos ( w  + v) + c o s  L? cos i s in  (w+ V )  
n = s in  i sin (w+ v )  
P B = d n  S + P  S COS ( R A ~ )  
m B = JZTFsin ( R A ~ )S S 
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nB = ns '  
where 
1 =cos  h ; m = sin A cos E ;n = s i n h  s i n e  
S S S S S S 
As = .017203 d + .0335 s in  (. 017203 d) - 1. 41 
8 = ( 7 r / i 8 0 ) [ i 8 . 5 + 3 0 e x p ( K i ) + K 2 a + 4 ( 1 - d ) ] ;  8 < 5  
P P 
e = 5  ; e 2 5  
P P 
and 
K, = -.00567 (Rit  - 200) + exp -.01455 (Ril  - 200) 1 
K, = 18.5 + 21. 5 exp [-. 0315 (Ri '  - 200) I 
(7 = ( S  - 160)/90 . 
The second method for  specifying the effect of the diurnal bulge is to s e t  
7,b1 = 75" which is simply a mean diurnal bulge. 
The angle 7,b' is then used in the equation 
R.' - 360 ' - 360 
P 




in  which p,(Ril) is either the 1959 ARDC o r  the 1962 U. S. Standard reference 
density called for ,  and Dc is an altitude-dependent density correction factor. If 
Ri' C= I20 km, 
However, when 120 km < Ri' < 700 km, compute 
- 25g( t )  = .025 cos PT (d365.1843 )] - . 0 6  cos  PT (d- 1843 ) 1 . 
365.25 
The yearly mean solar  flux, Flo,'I may be input in table form as a function of 
date (decimal year)  and a linear interpolation for  the cur ren t  value of Flo. 
performed. If no values of Fie. are input, then Flo, 'I is computed as follows: 
Fie. 7 = 135 + 75 COS LTj";:,"] + 15 COS (*I] . 
Flo. may also-be input in table form. If no value of Flo. is input then Floe is 
set equal to Flo.?. K P  is input in table form as a function of date (decimal 
year)  and a linear interpolation performed to obtain the cur ren t  value of KP. 
Many of the foregoing parameters  and their  definitions w e r e  adopted from 
Reference 2. 
d. A o ee and Perigee Decay Rates at the ith Apogee Integration
Step. A t  each iTi--- integration step the time rates of change of apogee and perigee 
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radius (which are functions of v) are averaged over  2n on v. The resultant 
definite integrals are evaluated by Simpson's rule using fixed increments of v. 




Ai1 = -86.4X I O 6  $a"3J2T C i ( i  + cos v)
2n K ( i  - e )  
Pi' = -86.4 2n 




where M( t) is taken from calculations in Section III. B. 3. b. ( 5). 
F o r  printout only, the time rate of change of semi-major axis is computed 
from 
I *i.= - (A. + P.)1 2  1 1 . 

Finally, fo r  use by the Runge-Kutta integration routine, the rates of change of 
time and perigee with respect  to apogee are computed. 









d Pi . 
d Ai - P.'/A.'1 . 1

e. Integration of Time and Perigee with Respect to Apogee. The 
integration scheme used to numerically determine the change in time and perigee 
with respect to apogee is Runge-Kutte (Reference 4). 
The Fortran source listing of the Runge-Kutta routine is given in Section 
VI, Statements 3 to 13. However, a brief explanation of the flow of the compu­
tations performed by Runge-Kutta follows. 
At the start ing point for  any lifetime computation, initial values of A ,  
P, i, 5 2 ,  w are known. Using these initial values, the initial rates of change of 
time and perigee with respect to apogee are computed via the equations in 
Sections III-3-a through 111-3-d. With the information now available (A,  P, 
dt/dA, dP/dA) , the Runge-Kutta scheme is used to take a step (6A) in  apogee 
and to a r r ive  eventually at a solution for perigee and time at the end of this step. 
For the next step initial values of A, P, i, G?, w are available from the previous 
step and the whole sequence of computation is repeated as in  step one. One of 
the main points to understand is that the Runge-Kutta scheme, for  any one apogee 
step,  is keyed to obtaining a very good value of dt/dA and dP/dA at the midpoint 
of the particular apogee step. Once this is obtained, values of perigee radius and 
time at the end of the step a r e  evaluated immediately. Remember that 6A is an 
exact quantity input to the program while 6P and 6t must  be calculated. The 
operations performed by Runge-Kutta are as follows. 
F o r  convenience of notation let: 
(i) P. = known perigee at beginning of step.
1 

A. = known apogee a t  beginning of step.
1 

T. = known time at beginning of step.
1 

6A = known step s ize  in apogee to be taken. 
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PD = dP/dA 
TD = dt/dA , 
then 
c 
CP, = -'A PD2 








= Ai + 6A/2 
= Ti + CTi 
Compute new PD & TD using aforementioned equations 
in Sections 111-3-a through 111- 3-d. 
6A 
=- PD2 
P. = CP, + Pi 
1 
t. = Ti + CT2 
1 
Compute new PD & TD as above. 
6ACP, = -2 PD 
P. = 2 CP, + Pi 
1 




t. z T i  + 2 CT3 
1 

Compute new PD & TD as above. 




are now good at A.
1 
+ A 
Using the la tes t  values of Pi ,  Ai, ti, PD, and TD, the above 
process  from ( I )  to ( 2 )  is repeated until some cutoff cr i ­
terion is met,  namely, apogee, perigee or  ear th  impact. 
The lifetime ti is converted at each apogee step to revolutions, tNi  , for  printing 
only. 
f. Altitude Interpolations. Although the vaules of apogee and perigee 
radius are computed and printed at the end of every apogee step,  the user  might 
like to know what these values are at intermediate points. 
An option is available which allows the inte'rpolation for  the the printout 
of a maximum of five intermediate apogees and five intermediate perigees,  o r  a 
total of ten extra  points if the user  so  desires. 
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The equations used for interpolation are 
(TA- - ti-i)(Ai- Ai-i) 
= p  + K 
pNk i-1 (ti - ti-1' 9 
where AN and P are the interpolated radii of the apogee and perigee and 
j Nk 







Call MAVRIK a ,  e ,  i, -
to read data orbital element b 0 ,  v ,  

fo r  initial case. w ,  t ,  8 

IP 
Extract neces- Input i s  a ,  e. Use this Ai, and P, Call 
TRANSFORMA- sa ry  mean ele- LIFETIME. Compute along with the LIFETIME 
TION. Trans- ments fo r  Loop back A . = a ( l + e )  _L) "nominal: values of Loop back to 
form and print. lifetime phase Pi = a ( 1 - e )  	 i, 0, w ,  in LIPE- 1. 
TIME phase 
Input i s  A, P, Compute from A & P Call TRANSFORMA- Extract  mean elements 
i ,  R ,  y ,  a = -A + P  TION using a and e call  LIFETIME and 
2 t @ along with input values + loop back to 1. 
8 = 0 7  e = -A - P  of i ,  R ,  , t ,  0 
A + P  
1 
IYES 
Input is  apogee Use input A and P Call LIFETIME Input i s  other than Call TRANSFORMA-
and perigee along with the and loop back to orbital elements TION and extract  mean 
radius only "nominal" values of elements lor lifetime 
i ,  R ,  w in LIFETIME 
phase 






Print all input Compute & store true i c a l l  
to LIFETIME anomaly and i ts  cosine 
Cali PDAD routine Check print options . I RUNGE-KUTTA -( f rom 0' to 360') in  to get initial decay and print accord- to takeDeltaphase. 
I steps as indicated by 	 rates of apogee & in&. apogee step.perigee. 
apogee perigee YES Interpolate Change apogee 
interpolation and save step s ize  if -
called in table form. A needed at this time. 
for? for?  
I 1 
Check print Check lor cutoff Print  tables of 
options and on earth impact, 
print apogee all. or Return 
accordingly. perlgee alt. 
Block Flow of !!Life!! Routine 
rl 0,0,ni. RPAi from a. e. i ,  0, w. Compute RpA n . ,  R.  w b 	 f:om initial Val ­ues  of a ,  e ,  1, R .  W .  Compute AQ, w ,  &,Compute YES 
semi-major -
Compute days since Dec. 31, 1957 for use in density routines. c 









Call POE YES Call HUNT-
and proceed to 	 SMALL for p and proceed to 
2. 
I 
Compute p from 59 
ARDC with special 
corrections. Go to 2. 
Block Flow of "PDADt1 Routine 
I 
i 
Compute A' and Pick up n + i 
from PRA63 - $ 1  for nth value , 
with special of true anomaly. anomaly. 
corrections. 
Using Determine 
SIMPSON'S + mass m( t )  
ruleevaluate at this time. 
A', P', integral. 
Compute ' Compute revo-

Ai = Al/m(t) b lution no. and Return 

$1 = i.l/m( t) time dot. 

t = m ( t ) / i l  
Block Flow of "PDAD" Routine (Cont'd) 
1.  Descr ip t ion  of Input Routine (MAVRIK) Used  By T h e  Orbi t  Decay and Orbi ta l  Lifet ime P r o g r a m  
The MAVRIK input rout ine is unique t o  the Computat ion L a b o r a t o r y  a t  MSFC. Th i s  rout ine allows 
' lexibil i ty of input and is t h e r e f o r e  wel l  su i ted  for  engineer ing  work. 
Single p r e c i s i o n  floating point n u m b e r s  containing u p  to 10 d ig i t s  (sign, dec imal ,  and exponent 
:xcluded) m a y  be input. Such  n u m b e r s  a lways contain a d e c i m a l  point ,  a r e  t e r m i n a t e d  by  a c o m m a ,  and 
n a y  be input in one of s e v e r a l  forms. For  e x a m p l e ,  the n u m b e r  6378.168 m a y  be input as follows: 
6378.165, 6.3781 65Et03 ,  6.378 1654.03, 
6.378 165t3 ,  b378165. E - 3 ,  6378 16.5-2, 
I n t e g e r s  m a y  a l s o  contain up t o  10 d ig i t s  ( s ign  excluded) .  In t ege r s  contain no d e c i m a l  points and 
a r e  t e r m i n a t e d  by c o m a s  a s  follows: 6378, 100, 71658,.  
Double p r e c i s i o n  n u m b e r s  m a y  contain up to  16 d ig i t s  (s ign,  dec imal ,  and exponent excluded). 
These  n u m b e r s  a lways contain a d e c i m a l  point ,  are  t e r m i n a t e d  by a r igh t  hand pa ren thes i s ,  and m a y  be  
input in  one of s e v e r a l  f o r m s .  For  example ,  the n u m b e r  6378.165987654321 m a y  be input as: 
6378.165987654321) 
637.8165987654321Dtl)  
AI hanumer ic  informat ion ,  as u s e d  in  thi  p r o  
of in format  3n is enc losed  by  left hand pa ren thes i s  and 





.6378 16598765432 1Dt04)  
6378 16.5987654321D-2) 
ram, m a y  contain up  to  6 h a r a c t e r s .  E a c h  piece 
j l e f t -ad jus ted  in  machine  s torage .  E x a m p l e s  of 




All  input is  loaded by code n a m e  followed by an equal i ty  sign. For exaimple: MASS = 74812. ,  
ATMOS = (ARDC(. A comple te  l i s t ing  of a l l  input codes is given in the following tab les .  
* d 












Table of effective d r a g  
a r e a  values a s  a func­
tion.of e i ther  angle of 
a t tack  o r  t ime ,  :>::::$ 
specif ies  whether a r e a  is 
a function of (ALPHA( o r  
(TIME(. The  first value 
after*::* i s  the dependent 
var iable ,  AREA, followed 
the independent var iable;  
e i ther  ALPHA in  deg rees  
o r  TIME in hours .  The 
table  may  contain up to 
20 values  of a r e a  (with 
the  corresponding 20 val­
u e s  of independent v a r ­
iable) .  
Table  of angle of a t tack as a 
function of t r u e  anomaly. 
F i r s t  table  value is  the 
dependent var iable ,  u , 
followed by the  independent 
var iable ,  t r u e  anomaly, i n  
degrees .  Table may  contain 
up to 20 values  of a (with 
the  corresponding 20 values  
of t r u e  anomaly. 
.nput Code Equat ion 
Symbol  
Unit t& 
Direc t ion  
Nominal  
Value 
D ef initi0n 
Z D P R I M = t t .  +t,t+.tt, CD’ non-dimensional  
, .. (END( 
N cycle  s /o r  bit 
Table  of d r a g  co­
eff ic ients  a s  a func­
t ion  of p e r i g e e  a l t i ­
tude.  First value i s  
dependent var iab le ,  
CD, followed by inde­
pendent var iab le ,  p e r i ­
gee  al t i tude,  i n  kilo­
m e t e r s .  Table  m a y  con­
t a i n  up t o  20 va lues  of 
CD wi th  cor responding  
va lues  of pe r igee  a l t i ­
tude.  
When t h i s  t ab le  i s  input 
t he  quantity CDA i s  com­
puted as s o m e  function of 
AREA, ATTACK, COPRIM, 
and N .  *::::indicates the 
s ine  function (SINE(. Other  
funct ions could be added a t  
a l a t e r  t ime .  The f i r s t  
number  in  the table  i s  N, 
t he  number  of cyc les /orb i t  
m a d e  by  the  orbi t ing body. 
The  second number  in the 
table  is t i m e  in h o u r s  a t  
which t h e  next value of N 
should b e  u s e d ,  Table  m a y  
contain up to  20 va lues  of 
N with the c o r r e  spoilding 
t i m e s .  
, 
, 
Input Code E qua t i  on Unit & N omin a1 
1 





Def init ion 
Orbiting m a s s  function, 
T h e r e  a r e  th ree  methods 
f o r  specifying m a s s .  
Method one. :::::::kspecifies 
(RATE(, the f i r s t  value 
in  the table  i s  an ini t ia l  
m a s s  (Mo) in k i lograms,  
the second value i s  a m a s s  
decay r a t e  (A4 in k i lograms/  
day, and the  th i rd  value is 
a f inal  m a s s  (Mf) in  kilo­
g r a m s .  If the m a s s  decays  
to  (Mf) then the  next decay 
r a t e  i n  the  table i s  used  a ­
long with a new Mf. If an 
(END( i s  found in  the table  
the l a s t  Mf i s  used  a s  a 
constant  m a s s  until  the 
run  is  completed. Table 
m a y  contain up to 20 va lues  
of &and corresponding Mf. 
Method two. *:k% specif ie  s 
(TIME(, the  f i r s t  value in 
' the  table  is  an  in i t ia l  m a s s  
(M) in  k i lograms,  and the 
second value in  the  table  i s  1 
~ 
a t ime (t)in hours  to  change 
to  a succeeding m a s s  (111). 
If an (END( i s  found in thc  
table  the l a s t  M i s  
used  a s  a constant i nas s  un­
til the run  i s  coiiiplctcci. 
Table may contain up to 20 
values  of M and cor respond- ' 
ing t imes .  1 
Input C od e Equa t i  on Unit & Nominal  
Symbol  Direc t ion  Value 
MASS (cont. ) 
CN=(:k:k:k(++. ++, 















Method t h r e e .  :k::::::specifies 
(CON(, the  f i r s t  and only 
va lue  i n  the  tab le  i s  the 
m a s s  i n  k i log rams  to be  
u s e d  throughout the e n t i r e  
run.  F o r  this option no 
(END( is  needed i n  the 
table .  
Table  of n o r m a l  fo rce  
coeff ic ients  a s  a function 
of e i ther  angle  of a t t ack  
o r  t i m e ,  :k:k:Fspecifies whe­
the r  cn  i s  a function of 
(ALPHA( o r  (TIME(. The 
f i r s t  value in  the  table  i s  
the  dependent var iab le ,  C ' 
followed by the independel2 , 
var i ab le ,  e i the r  d in 
d e g r e e s  or  t ime in  hours .  
The  table  m a y  contain up to 
20 values  of CN with the 
cor responding  independent 
va r i ab le ,  
-- -- 
I 
Input Code j Equation Unit 8r N ominal  I I . Definition 
Symbol Direct ion Value 
DATE=++-.tt, tf.tf, month, day I 
tt. tt, y e a r  













Calendar date  to be used  in  
densi ty  calculation when 
spec ia l  density is  des i red .  
Flag indicating a tmosphe re  
to be used. Options avai l ­
able  a r e :  
(ARDC( 1959 ARDC At­
&nospher  e. 
USSTD( 1962 US Standard 
Atmosphere ,  
(POE(  L MSC Atmosphere  
Routine 
(SMALL( LMSC Atmos­
p h e r e  Routine 
(SPECAR( Modified 1959ARDC Atmosphere  
(SPECUS( Modified 1962 
US Standard Atmosphere  
Table of density c o r r e c ­
tion f ac to r s  DC as a func­
t ion of per igee  alt i tude in  
kni. First value in  table  
i s  DC, second value is  
per igee  altitude. Table  
may contain up to 50 va l ­
u e s  of DC and co r re spond­
ing alt i tude.  
-___ _ _  
I 
Equation Unit & Nominal 
Symbol Direction Value 
u)‘ (MEAN( 
I 
I deg 2 3 . 4 4 3 6  
. . . .  (END( K P  kP 2 . 5 ,  Z O O O . ,  
(END( 
Definition I 
Flag indicating diumal (bulge) effect 
desired in special density calculations. 
:;::W= (MEAN(indicates a mean diurnal 
I
effect where l a g  angle,y’, is set  equal 
I 
to 7 5 O .  This effect corresponds to I 
9 : O O  a.m.  local time for a lag angle 
of 3 0O. :W%=(NORMAL(indicat es com­
putation of diurnal effect as given by 
special density equations. 
Obliquity of the ecliptic. Used in  com- 1 
putingy 
Table of monthly mean values of geomag­
netic index, Table is input as a function 
of decimal year. Up to 50 KP’sand cor­
responding years may be loaded. 
3 

- -  
Input Code 	 I Equation Unit & N oinin a1 Definition i 
; Symbol Direct ion I Value I 
K P  (cont. ) 	 Note: In  the l i t e r a t u r e  
Kp is  l i s t ed  as  Oo, O t ,  
l - ,  lo1+, * J 9-J  90; 
however loaded va lues  
a r e  specified as a deci- i 
mal number ,  e. g. 8. 7. 
FTEN=++. +f,f t .  +f, ' 10-22watts /  
- .- - j .- .. . -. 
0. 
.. -. . . _. 
Table  of monthly mean 
. . .. -.-.­












. ___. i c..II__..I- ­_ _  
z 
I.0-22watts /  SEE BELOW=lo. 7 m2/cycle/  
_ _ _
Sk!C 
values  of Floe7 These  
va lues  will be available 
only for  pos t  flight p r e ­
dict ions,  The values are. 
loaded i n  the o r d e r  F10. 7 
decimal yea r ,  F ~ o ,deci­
mal yea r  e tc .  Up to  50 i' values  of F10. 7 ' tndcorre­
sponding y e a r s  m a y  be 
loaded. I 
--.. . ,I 
Table of y e a r l y  m e a n  val­

ues  of F10, 7 These  val­

u e s  a r c  loaded in  the o d c r 
-

F10, 7 decimal  yea r  , F1O.  7 

decimal w a r ,  e tc .  U p  to 

corresponding  y e a r s  m a y  

be loaded. The  asse inbled ,  





..-......... --.._ ~.-.- . ..~ . - . _...___ __p-^._X 
Noininal Value of G.7 
243.6,  1958. , 230. 7, 1958. 5, 226. 5, 1959. , 208. 9, 1959. 5,180. 5, 1960.9 161. J 1960. 5, 130. 8, I961 * j 104.8,  1961* 5, 
99. 3, 1962. , 89. 7, 1962. 5, 382. 7, 1963. , 80. 8, 1963. 5, 77. 9,  1964. ,  70. ,  1964. 5, 75. ,1965. ,  80.., 1965. 5, 131. , 
1966. 5, 186 . ,  1967. 5, 200.  , 1968. 5, l 9 0 . ,  1969. 5, 163. , 1970. 5, 142. , 1971. , 128. , 1971. 5, 1 0 8 . ,  1972. 5, 94.. , 1973. 5,  
81. ,  1974. 5, 75. , 1975. , 75. , 1975. 5, (END( 
~~~ ~ 
Q)
N 11put Codc E 	quat ion 
Symbol 
;o=+t.ff, SO 
SA=++.tt, s s  
I1 e 
Unit & 
Direc t ion  
no n -d i m e11 s ion a I 
no n -d imen  sion a1 







Refe rence  value of total  
heat ing u s e d  in  the  coin­
putation of spec ia l  59 
ARDC and 62STD dens i ­
t i e s ,  Norinal1.y the  100.  
value will be  u s e d  but i f  
a Dc c u r v e  der ived  for  
some other  heating value 
i s  loaded then SO inust 
be  changed to  tha t  total  
heat ing value.  
putation. If no SA is 
loaded, p r o g r a i n  auto­
mat ica l ly  c oiiipute s 
t h i s  value.  	 I 
I 
F l a g  denoting type of out­
put des i r ed .  (NORMAL(, 
(SHORT(, (DETRlL(  a r e  
the options availah1.e. Coin­
p lc te  descr ip t ion  o i  each ' 
option i s  givcn in  the  out­
put sec t ion  of th i s  r e p o r t .  
I 
-_-
Input Code 1 Equation Unit 8i Nominal Definition 
Symbol Direct ion Value 
I 
I N T E R A = t t . t t ,  tt.tt,, ! AN days Table of up t o  5 t imes  .... !I j f o r  which a n  interpola­t ion for apogee will  be 
per formed,  Apogee 
1 1 values  s tored  in table  f o r m  to  be output a t  
. II end of run. 
I 
I N T E R P = t t . t t ,  tt,tt, P days 1 Table of up to  5 t imes  .... NK I fo r  which an  interpola-
i values  btored in table 
i 
1 
f o r m  t o  be output at 
end of run.  
- -. ! 
i t ion for  pe r igee  will  be 
i '
j 
performed.  P e r i g e e  
CUTOFF=( '~:~:~(+t .$+,j km f r o m  
e a r t h  center  
(I(6378.166, ' Flag  denoting method 
1 1 
of terminat ing run. *W I 
1 I 
' 
indicates  which p a r a -
m e t e r  cutoff will be 
! I 




m a d e  on. T h r e e  options 
a r e  available;  (A(apogee 
rad ius ,  (P(per igee  radius,  I 
(I( e a r t h  impact.  tt.tt is 
the  rad ius  a t  which cutoff I 
~ is des i red .  
DANOM=t+.tt, deg. 10.0 Integrat ion s tep  s i ze  i n  
t r u e  anomaly to  be used 
in S impson ' s  rule in te -
grat ion around orbit .  
Must be a multiple of 360. 
Q, __- .-._____ 
w 
~ ~~ 
Input Code Equat ion Unit & Nominal 
Symbo1 Direc t ion  Value 
DAPOGE=t+.$4, 6A k m  See  tab le  
tt.tty e . .  . at r ight .  
F=+t.tt, 298.3 
Def init ion 
In tegra t ion  s t ep  s i z e  i n  
apogee used  in  RUNGE-
KUTTA integrat ion.  The  
s t e p  s i z e  is a function of 
apogee r ad ius  and i s  
loaded i n  t h e  f o r m  of �in, 
A (km), .jA,A(km), etc. 
Up to 5 s t e p  s i z e s  and 
the  cor responding  apogee 
r a d i u s  m a y  be  loaded. 
The  nominal ,  a s  s embled  
t ab le  is:  
-5. 6778. -10. 6578.,  
-20. y 0. y 
1. 
Rec ip roca l  of the  f l a t ­
tening of the  ear th .  
Descript ion o i  Pa ra ime te r s  That May Be Input to  The Transformat ion  Phase .  
Input Code E	qua tion Unit & N omin a 1 Definition 
Symb o1 Direct ion Value I 
The following constants ,  KERTH through - a r e  input t o  the  Transformat ion  phase  i n  doubleDD, 
prec is ion  and a r e  c a r r i e d  t o  the Lifetime phase in single prec is ion .  These  constants  a r e  coinmon to 
both phases .  
' KERTH=tt. +t) 
A E = t t .  tt) 




H H = t t .  tt) 
D D = t t .  tt) 
P H I O = t t .  tt) 
LAMDO = tt. tt) 
K 
Re 









km3/ sec 398603. 2 E a r t h  gravi ta t ion constant .  
k m  6378.165 Mean equator ia l  r ad ius  of 
the earth. 
k m  6378.165 Semi-major  axis of F i s c h e r  
e l l ip  soid 
I 
k m  6356.784 I Semi-minor  ax is  of F i s c h c r '  
deg/hr i 15. 04106705 
,1 

non-dimensional  I: . 162345D-2 

I 1  I .575D-5 
1 
I I  	 . 7875D-5 
, 
deg. n 28. 5 
deg. w 80. 5 
ell ip soid 
Rotational veloci ty  o i  the 
gravi ta t ional  potential. 
Coefficient of the 4th zonal 
harmonic  of the e a r t h ' s  
gravi ta t ional  potential .  
Geodetic latitude of launch 
pad. 
Longit-uclc o i  launch pad. 
I < A P P A = t t .  tt) 
X G = t t .  tt) 
Y G = t t .  t t) 
ZG=tt. +t) 
X D G = t t .  $4-
Y D G = t t .  t t) 
I 




T F M = t t .  tt) 
“F 
1 deg.  e o i  n I’ 105. I 
XG 1 km 0. 
YG 











k m / s e c  0. 
k m / s e c  I 0. 
! 
k m / s e c  0. 
h r  s 0.  , 
Laun c11 Az imuth 
X-component  of posi t ion 
due t o  gravi ta t iona l  a c ­
c e l e r a t i o n  a t  t r a n s f o r m a ­
t ion t ime .  
Y - component  of posi t ion 
due t o  gravi ta t iona l  a c ­
c e1er a t i  on a t tr a n  s f or m a  ­
t ion  time. 
Z-component  of posi t ion 
due to  grav i ta t iona l  a c ­
c e l e r a t i o n  a t  t r a n s f o r m a - t 
t ion t ime .  
X -component  of veloci ty  
due t o  grav i ta t iona l  a c ­
cel e  r a t ion  a t  tr a n  sf or m a  ­
t ion time. 
Y -component  of velocity 
due t o  gravi ta t iona l  a c - , 
c e l e  r atioii a t  t r an sf o r ilia ­
t ion t i ine.  
Z -coinpoiient of veloci ty  
due t o  gravi ta t iona l  a c ­
ce l e ra t ion  a t  t r a n s i o r i n a ­
t ion t i ine.  
Univcr s a l  tiiiie of f i r  st 
m o tio11. 
i 
Coordinate Sys t ems  That May B e  Input to  the Trans fo rma t ion  P h a s e  
Input Code I O r d e r  of Unit & , Definition 
Input 3ire ction 
, 




k m  
km/sec  
km/s e c  
t ime,  s ider  ea1 t ime. 
ZE km/s  e c 
t I hours 
e deg 
EFP=$t.tt)tt.tt)....) X E P  km Earth-f ixed plumbline s y s t e m  in  o rde r :  
Y E P  km position vector ,  velocity vec tor ,  un iversa l  
Z E P  k m  , t ime,  s ide rea l  t ime.  





Z E P  
km/s  ec 
km/sec  
km/s  e c I 
' t hours  
1 0 deg 






Space-fixed ephemer i s  s y s t e m  in  o r d e r :  
posit ion vec tor ,  velocity vec tor ,  universal  
zs k m  t ime,  s ide rea l  t ime.  
X S  km/sec  
* S  ~ km/sec  
Z S  b m / s  ec  
i t hours  e deg 






k m / s e c  
range ,  geocentr ic  lati tude,  longitude, 
vel ocity , azimuth, g eoc ent r i c  el ev at io 11. 
Q S  d e g  
E S  deg 
t hours 
e deg 
rI Input Code 
OD 
E F G = t t .  $-I-)++. tt).., . ) 
O E T = t t .  tt)tt.tt).. , ) 
OEM=++. tt)tt.tt)... ) 
' O E E = t t .  tt)tt.t t 0 . .  , ) 
M O E = t t .  tt)tt.tt)...) 
I 
P L T = t t .  tt)tt.tt).. . ) 
I 
h d e r  of Unit 8r 
Input D i rec t ion  
k m  
k m  
k m  
k m / s e c  
k m / s e c  
k m / s e c  
hour s  
deg 
Definit ion 
Ea r th - f ixed  geographic  s y s t e m  i n  
o r d e r :  r ange ,  geocent r ic  la t i tude,  
longitude, veloci ty ,  azimuth,  geo­
c e n t r i c  elevation. 
Osculat ing o rb i t a l  e l emen t  s y s t e m  i n  
o r d e r :  s e m i - m a j o r  axis, eccent r ic i ty ,  
incl inat ion,  ascending node, anoinaly,  
a r g u m e n t  of pe r igee ,  un ive r sa l  t ime ,  
s i d e r e a l  t ime .  Anomaly m a y  be input 
i n  any of t h r e e  ways :  T r u e  (OET),  
Mean (OEM), E c c e n t r i c  (OEE). 
Mean o rb i t a l  e l emen t  s y s t e m  i n  o r d e r :  
s e m i - m a j o r  ax is ,  eccent r ic i ty ,  incl ina- 1 
t ion,  ascending node,  anomaly,  a r g u - 'I 
ment  of pe r igee ,  un ive r sa l  t i m e ,  s id - I 
ereal t ime .  Anomaly m a y  be input in  1 
any of t h r e e  ways :  T r u e  (MOT), Mean 
(MOM), E c c e n t r i c  (MOE). 
IP l a t f o r m  coord ina te  s y s t e m  i n  o r d e r :  
posi t ion vec to r ,  veloci ty  vec to r ,  uni- ! 
v e r s a 1  t i m e ,  s i d e r e a l  t ime .  I 
I 
-- Descript ion of IOMET Flag  con troll in^ Addition o r  Subtraction of Long and Short  Per iodic  T e r m s  in  -. . ____ .-0- . . . . . .... ...._ .. . .. .. . 
01-bit al'Elcnient T r an sfor  mation  s 
INPUT CODE 
' NOMINAL VALUE 
IoMET=(:::::::::((:::::::::( 

IOME T=(SHORT( (NOLON G( 

If input i s  given in  any sys t em other than m a n  orb i ta l  e lements ,  then the following conditions apply. 
IOMET = (SHORT((NOLONG( Short-per iod t e r m s  a r e  subtracted.  
)"MET = (NOSHRT((LONG( 
IOMET = (NOSHRT((NOLONG( 
IOMET = (SHORT((LONG( 
Long-period t e r m s  a r e  subtracted.  

No t e r m s  a r e  subtracted.  

Both shor t  and long-period t e r m s  a r e  subtracted.  

If input i s  in mean  elenleiits the above conditions apply with the exception that the  per iodic  ter i i is  a r e  
added instead o i  subtracted.  
D. Computer Program Output Options 
There are three formates for output available in the Lifetime program. 
They are: short ,  normal, and detail. The following input ca rds  to "MAVRIK" 
produced a sample of each of the three types of output. 
CN = (ALPHA( 2. , 360. , (END( 
DATE = 4. , 8., 1964. , 
AREA = (ALPHA(26.04, 360. , (END( 
MASS = (CON(6040. , 
MOT = 6618.567) .01211) 32.68) 81.4) 101.809) 60.407) 
ATMOS = (ARDC( 
PRINT = (SHORT(/ 
PRINT = (DETAIL(/ 
PRINT = (NORMAL(/ 




- - - -  
- -  
4 
___
?HI0 = O.2850000000030GOOD 0 2  OEG- LAPOR = 0 . 8 C 5 0 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2  OEG A Z F l R  = 0 . 1 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 3  OEG 
A = 0.63781650000000000 04 KM 8 = 0 . 6 3 5 6 7 8 3 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 0  04 . K M  k?MEGA_-= ~ ~ 0 . 1 5 0 4 l ~ C 6 7 0 5 0 O O O O O D02.--OEG/HR.. .... 
RADIUS=- 0 . 6 3 7 8 1 6 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  04 K K  K E R T H  = 0 . 3 9 8 6 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 6  KM3/SLC2 J = 0.1623450000000000D-02 
.xcH = 0 ..5 7 5 0  C 0000 C O O  0 0500 - 0 5 0 = . 0 .7e750000000000ooC-O~. - .. _.-_ .. :.-P. ___.__ .. ". . 
yG---=--. 0. KM Z G  = 0. K M  XOG = 0. K M l S E C  
YOG = C. Kt ' ISEC ZOG = 0. K K l S E C  T F H  = 0. H a m s  
-
INPUT IN-_HET S Y S T E M  SHJRT NELCNG ...... - .. ...... .-.. 
P B S I T I E N  I K M )  V E L E C l T Y  (KH/SCC) ANGLES ( C E G )  
EF!. .. 
XE = -0- ;30370778834733870 04 Y E  = - 0 . 1 0 4 6 1 4 2 6 2 8 4 9 6 e 2 1 0  0 4  LE- = -
0 ~ 2 5 0 . 5 9 ~ 9 . 9 i 4 3 j 6 4 ~ . 0 D04- ..... 
XOE = 0.59572460659288640 0 1  YDE = 0 . 1 6 2 0 5 0 5 4 8 7 1 5 7 5 6 3 0  _Ol Z O E  = 0.39827149189795430 01 
P L T  . .
X P L  = - 0 . 3 0 3 7 0 7 7 8 8 3 4 7 3 3 8 5 0  04  Y P L  = - 0 . 1 0 4 6 1 4 2 6 2 e 4 9 6 e 2 2 0  04 
.. ~ 
Z P L  = 
o;2505989j243364,90.~04 .... 
XDPL = 0.597968-6.9036366780 0 1  YOPL = 0 . 1 8 5 0 0 6 7 8 1 6 1 6 4 6 2 5 0  0 1  ZOPL . =-. . 0-4!0574152.j3642.900 01 
E F E  _._---___
X E P  = -0 .26302375979548400 04
.XDEP_ .= O. r3 !~ l?P42YOea350  - 0 1  





-0 .5Y862995727152910 0 4  
- 0 . 3 1 6 1 0 7 7 2 6 ~ 2 0 4 3 1 6 3 0  0 1  
Z T P y  
ZOEP- = 
0.10896894766029310 0 4  
yO.396258088~12588630.01 
SF t 
xs-----=---o. 2 b 3 0 2 3 7 5 G 7 ' 4 8 4 0 ~ - -04 YS - 0 . 5 9 8 6 2 5 S 5 7 2 7 1 5 2 9 1 0  0 4  LS = o~.io89-6e94766329310..04.-. 
__-___ 
-
XOS = 0 ' .57546481970670240 01 Y O S  = -0.335287721468!5550 01 L O S  = - 0 . 3 9 6 2 5 8 0 8 6 1 2 5 8 8 6 3 0  01 
llME = -0. T H E T A  = -0. 
. ~ .. - .... - . .- . ... -. -.. .-.._ _  ..- _ .._--.
SF G 
R = 0.66288276151522970 04 GCLAT = 0 . 9 4 6 1 5 9 4 2 9 1 7 9 6 0 2 6 0  0 1  L D N G  = 0.24628C45601763250 0 3  ..'"s 
0 . 7 7 4 9 8 2 6 3 6 7 6 8 6 9 5 4 0  01 A Z V S  = 0 . 1 2 1 3 5 9 3 5 4 2 3 7 8 1 5 1 0  0 3  E L V S  = C.68844204099386370 00' 
-E F% 
R = 0.66288276151522970 04  G C L A T  = 0 . 9 4 6 1 5 9 4 2 9 1 7 9 6 0 2 6 0  0 1  L Z N G  .= ~ - 2 4 6 2 8 C 4 5 6 0 1 7 6 3 2 5 0 .03  
YE- .-- -- 0.;7 346 8 9 4 6 2 8 2 5 187 50 0 1 A Z V E  = 0 . 1 2 3 2 9 4 9 6 7 0 2 4 5 0 7 3 0  0 3  E L V E  = 0 . 7 2 6 2 0 6 7 9 9 2 0 4 9 3 1 5 0  00 
eo E ...... .-.- -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -..... 
_ --
A X I S  = 0 . 6 6 2 0 9 0 3 1 6 9 6 5 0 6 4 1 0  04 - 0 . 3 2 6 1 5 ~ 3 4 4 6 6 2 2 0 4 7 0  0 2  
TANaM = 0.963?-6=9682392690 0 2  
EANkl!I =---- 0 2 9 5 6 8 @ 6 5 9 b 3 9 3 3 0 6 6 0  02 l*ANCH 0 . 9 5 0 0 0 2 3 4 6 5 6 8 4 4 4 5 0  0 2  . . . . . . .  -......... .............. 
naE . . ........ 1 
A X I S  = 0;66185669999999990 04 ECCE:I = O.1211OOCOOOOOOCOOO-01 I N C - = 0 . 3 2 5 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 0  0 2  
-
E A  N C  M = 0.10  11 239736969772D3~3p--~  M A N Z M  = 0 . 1 3 0 4 4 8 1 6 9 5 5 9 0 7 1 6 0  0 3  
-
A U X 1  L I A R Y  C A L C L L A T  I CNS 
. .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
APLlCEE = 0 . 3 1 2 6 8 3 9 0 E 4 2 3 3 2 0 6 0  03 Kt' P t R I G E E =  0 . 1 6 2 7 9 2 4 3 0 7 5 5 9 5 9 8 0  C3 K M  P E R 1 2 0  = 5.8Y35E13214071300D 02 M I N  . 
ASi.150 = 0 . 8 1 3 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 9 9 0  0 2  ARG P - - z  -0.6 C 4 0 6 99 99 ',92?%9-0 0 2 TAKCW = 0 . 1 0 1 8 0 9 O O O O O O O O O O D  03 
RAflGE = 0 . 4 C 5 6 0 3 4 l J 2 3 0 0 3 5 3 0  0 4  KP ALT = 0 . 2 5 1 2 4 3 2 3 0 9 2 1 6 ~ 1 9 0  0 3  K H  TPITCti = 0 . 9 9 3 8 6 9 2 9 6 0 3 9 8 2 3 6 0  0 2  OEG 
E C V _ - - = -0,464 19ti448CO6721?O-02 -yf.l/S'C E L V  = -0 .32166G79449536370 CI Kb:/SLC___ ~ ~ i A P ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ _ - _ G ~ ~ 3 2 ] 5 5 2 0 4 6 3 6 9 9 9 ~ 4 0G3 KM -. 
K K 
HPIKlbL= 0. l t U 2 ~ ~ 1 1 ~ 5 ~ 3 5 2 9 Y ~ 7 4 0 ~ ~ 0 3  I.1 P kR I -E0 --O 8Y 3 iOc 4 16-1 I 5-r2 5-Z-U- 02 - -M IN- OARGP = 0. i i i 7 9 2 r e z 9 i i i - ~ 7 c i s i ,  0 2  OtG/OAY 
CASNCIO = -0 .73Y35526963560700 0 1  D E G / D A Y  - ~ .. ........ 
- -  
. . .  -..................... * * 4 * *  E d R T H  CCKSTANTS- - * * * - *  . . . . . . . . . . .  ... -................. -.................... 
EARTH SECBNO HARKENIC 0 . 1 6 2 3 4 4 9 9 C - 0 2  EARTH THIRD HARHOKIC 0 .575000COE-05  EA9TH FZURTH HARMCVIC 0 . 7 8 7 4 9 9 9 9 6 - 0 5  
6:ti-EK-cC-6U~ D > - S ~ - f ~ D ~ G ~ A ~T 3 i ~ T H G f i - A ~ - l % i i b ~ ~ S T ~ ~ ~ I ' ~ l - ~  m-)T.-3-?=07 i9-E 0 6 
EOUAT~trRlAL. -R A D I U S  I K I L B K E T E R S !  0.63.781650E 0 4  E L L I P T I C I T Y  0.-2.9830COOE C3 . . .  .... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
et*** B b L L I S T I C  PARAMETERS * * * a *  . . . .  
ANGLE 0F ATTACK FUNCTIEN 
-6IIPR6T[mTES 1 AI.i%F;hlm%<T( cm 
0 .  .....- . C.36000000E 03 .... . . . . .. . . . . . . .  
C 0 E F F I C I  ENT-OF- DRAG FUHCT I 0 N  
CN ALPHA (OEGRCE SI 
0.20000CCOE 01 C. 360000COE 03 
COPRIME P E R I G  E �  IK I L 0 P t T ER S I ....... - .... 
1.00000COOE- c c  0 .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
EFFECT.IVE O R A G ~ A ~ R E A ~ - F T C T ~ C ~ ~ .  
AREAlb!ETERS SOUAREDI ALPt iA (DEG3EESI  
~ . 
0 . 2 6 0 4 0 C O t E  0 2  0 .3600COCOt  0 3  
-MASS CCNSTANTS- - - - . - - - - . 
I N I T I A L  P A S S ( K I L @ G R A M S I .  0 1 6 0 3 9 9 9 5 9 E  0 4... . . . .  
+*so* DES-SITY PARAMtTERS * * * * a  . 
HBETH= 0.40E 0 1  DAY= 0.80E 0 1  YEAR 0 .1964E 0 4  O A Y S  ELAPSE0 S ISCE OEC. 3 1  , 1 9 5 7  0 . 2 2 8 5 9 7 9 9 E  04 
1 9 5 5  A R O C  A T M a S P H E R 4  
OENSITY CBRRECTIEN 
DC 
0 .I 2 000 00O E - O C  
P t R l G t E  I K l L B t ' E T E R S l  
0 . 5 0 0 0 T 6 C m  
.............. .~ __ 
0.13000COOE-00 0.4000GOCOE 0 3  
0.142OOCOOE-00 0 . 3 4 9 9 9 9 9 Y E  03  
0.18400COOE-00 0 . 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E  0 3  
0.2ZOOOCOOE-00 0 . 2 7 9 9 9 9 9 9 E  0 3  




0.34000COOE-00 0 . 2 3 9 9 9 9 9 9 E  0 3  
. 0.38500COOE-00 0 . 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 E  0 3  
0..42500COCE-00 0 . 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 E  0 3  
0.4 70COCOOE-00 0 . 2 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 E  G 3  
0 . 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 E  O C  
T.SSSZ7O~FOOE 00 
~-o-2oooooooE-,!
0 . 1 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 E  0 3  
___._. . .  -
0.62000COOE 00 0 .180000CCE 0 3  
0.70COOCOOE O @  0 .169 '39999C 0 3  
0.80000COOE 00 0.16OOOOOCE 0 3  
0.84000COOE 00 0 . 1 5 4 9 9 9 9 Y �  0 3  




- 0  0 000-c G-KE-o21-----
o. oo ob.E.-.oj' 03 ..- _ _ _ ~ _ _ _  ~ __.________ 
1 . o o o o o c o ~ o E  00 -.-o-.-- - .  
KP Y E A!. -. 
0.234COCCGE 01  0.1958~COOOE 0 4  
0.24eCOCOOE 0 1  - o ~ l - ~-~... sehJ ~.,,~E--~.4i~~.oo.c.o.o'.. o.l 0 . 1 9 5 8 8 0 0 G L  0 4  - -. . .- ... 
0.25CY9594E 0 1  0. 19%l9999E 0 4  
0 . 2 9  7 c o c o c c  c I C .  1 9 5 9 1 0 C t E  04 
0 . 2 4 1 9 9 5 Y 9 C  0 1  0. 1 9 5 9 2 0 0 U E  C4 
o . 2 ~ o u o c c ' : L  01 0. 1 9 5 9 3 0 ~ 2 ~  
.. . . . . .  
0 4  




0 ; 2 u i u c c O . c ~- 0 1
',_....,..-. ._ .. 
0.31599999C 01 

0.34999599E 0 1  

0.24600COCE 01  

~0.289LOCOOE - 0 1  

0125699599E 0 1  





0.34199599E 0 1  





o , ~ 7 ~ l o o c o o E0 1  

0.27500COGE 0 1  





0.24900COOE 0 1 
._




0.22899S99E 0 1  

0.23999599C 0 1  

0 . 2 6 8 9 9 ~ ~ 9 ~ 




0.21799999E 0 1  

0 .1 8499 59TE.- 9 I 





0.17299599E 0 1  





0.16~0OGCO0C 0 1  






















0.2080OCOOE 0 1  

0.2059-9599E 0 1  

0-;22300COOE 01 








O . ~ ~ ~ C O C O O E0 1  . 













0 .  1 d-YdOCU-GL' 







0.900GOCOLt O C  

-0 ~ 7 7 0 0 0 C O ~ G ~ ~LO­
0 .Z~1Y'I'~S'I',C c I 
























0.1960 59 9 ?E- 34­









0.1961 l O C G E  04  

0.1961 1 9 9 7 E - _ 0 5  

C. 1961300G� G4 















0.1962 l O C O E  04  





0 . 1 9 6 2 3 9 9 9 E - 0 4  

0. 1962~500~0E 









C. 196200COE 04 
-

G .19 6.3 1 0C G E -64-­

0.1963120CE 	 0 4  

0.19632100E 0 4  

















0 .1 9-63 96~0-0t C-4- _ _ 

0.196404Ci15 0 4  









..0.  IY644599E 04 
. 

0 .  192>.<5/t.OOE 04.­

0 . 1 9 6 4 6 2 0 S t  0 4  

0.176471 (iOE 04 





.0. 1? + 4  9S.9 5't. 05 

0 - 1965COCOE G 4  








- -  
-- 
ii'tin ................................................ -.i..-.. ........--_-.__-__-
Y t A H  
-~ 
0.23CiiUCOCi 0 3  0.19585000E 04 
. . . . . . . . . . .  
0.2ZL5OCCOC O? 0.19589999E 04 . . . . . . . . . . .  
0.24360COCE C 3  0.19580000E 04 
0.20890COOE c 3  0 .19594799E 04.­
oar. 03 ~--....0.18049599E 0.19599999E-04 . ~.-(T;ra I ~-o-~ 
0. 1960-50rCE 0-4­
0.13079999E 0 3  0.1961OOOCE 0 4  . . . . . . . .  
.0 .10479999� 0 3  0.19615000E 0 4  
0.993000OOE 02 0.196200CCE 0 4  . . . . .  
0.89699999E 0 2  0.196250CCE 04 
-. 	 0.82699599E 0 2 .  _ _  0.1963000OE 0 4 : _ ~  ~-­
0.80800COCE 0 2  0 .1963<<99� 04  
-Q..77899999E 0 2  0 .19639999E 04 
0.700000OOE 0 2  0.1964500GE 0 4  
-.0.75000000E.- 02.- C .  1965COOCiE 04 . . . .  
0.87000000E 0 2  G. l965>00GE 04' 
0 4  . . . . . . . . . .  0.13100GOOE 0 3   9. 7.50.c.~. .-.G-4
0 . 1 8 6 - 6 0  co 0 E--u5--- - ­
.-	0.20000COGE 03 0.19684999E 04 
0 ;19000COCE~0 3 .  .- 0.19695000E 04 
0.16300COOE 0 3  0.197050COE 04 -. 
0; i4zcocooE 03--.-- .- - 0 ~ ~ 1 ~ 7 1 0 0 O O E0 4  
0.12800COOE 0 3  0.19715000E 04 .......... 
0 .10~'CIDCBCJ-.~ 972.49 9 7F -64 
0.94000COOE 0 2  0.19735000E 04 _ _
0.80999999E 02' ~ 0.197450GOE 0 4  
0.75000COOE 0 2  0.19750000E 0 4  
0~.~750000OOE~02- .O. 19755000E G 4 . ­
. . . . . . . .  .. ...
C I  URNAL &�AN---
......... 
e***+ SPECIAL. E V E N T S  *e*** 
- E A K T H  I M P A C T '  C U T E F F  
.- .- . . . . . . . .  
f ee 4 I h 1.1iAI--~ E, N - r c i l  gNS- 4 4-e.i 
-SHERT.- P R  I N T B U T  
-AhlBMALY-STEP(DLGRCkS) 0 . 9 5 9 9 3 9 9 9 t  01 
~.�­
~~~( KxT. .. ..... ER ,..~ R-A-Dr us' ( wi- . . . . .  
- 0 ; 4 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 E  0 1  0.67780000E 0 4  
--0.99999999� 0 1  0.65780000E 04 
-0.20000cp0E 0 2  0 .  . . . .  ... . . . . . .  
0 .  0 .  
0 .  _-___ . - __  -.0. . ~-­
74 

AP CGE E I P E l i  I GF C s f4A J S R  X I 5 I AP;;3 C A 21 I i  R A D  1 US ( K K  1 
AP 2G E C I’CR 1 CC C ,Y.A J Y h A X  I S R h T  E 5 IK t.! I CA Y 1 M A  5 5 [ KG I 
- -................ 
A 0 . 6 6 9 8 7 1 7 l ! t  G 4  
ADCT -0 .20172297E 02  
KSOE O.81400D00t i 2  
VPERIG 0 .70563969C 01 
R H i 3  0.10019261C-09 
___ - _ _  . .-
A 0.6366: 7 1 7 a~ ~ i t -
ADCT - 0 . 4 5 9 9 5 7 5 4 i  J l  
NUDE 0 .51174576E 02 
VPERIG 0 .7911651Ck  C 1  
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SECTION IV: GRAPHIC METHOD FOR LIFETIME PREDICTION 
A lifetime model has  been presented for  making reasonably accurate 
predictions of orbital lifetime. Pr imary  factors influencing ear th  orbital 
satellite lifetimes have been included. A method has  been devised to provide 
a means of graphically predicting lifetime based on this model. This graphic 
technique allows a quick prediction of lifetime independent of computer runs. 
Two sets of normalized lifetime curves have been generated, one using 
the 1959 ARDC density model as the basic reference and the other using the 
1962 U. S. Standard atmospheric density model. These sets are presented in 
Figures 8, 9, and 10 fo r  1959 ARDC and 11, 12,  and 13 for  the 1962 U. S. 
Standard. Figures 9, 10, 12, and 13 are blown up altitude regions of Figures 
8 and 11. A mean diurnal bulge and constant values of one ( I) for  vehicle mass ,  
area and drag  coefficients are assumed. The normalized lifetime read from 
these charts  is L,. F o r  both references the formula for  computing lifetime is 
then: 
r -
Lifetime = L, 14-AJ ( f i  , w) ( fd)  
where 
L, = normalized lifetime which is a function of apogee and perigee 
a1titudes 
m = orbiting m a s s  in kg 
CD = orbital d rag  coefficient 
A = effective d rag  area in square meters  
f .  9 = correction factor to the normalized reference for  initial orbital1 w  	inclination and argument of perigee. The normalized reference 
assumes values of 
i = 30" w = 180" 
f = correction factor to the normalized reference for  the actual calendard dates the satellite is in orbit  and the initial perigee altitude. This 
correction is required to account for the variation of density with 
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solar  and geomagnetic activity which var ies  with time. The value of 
of fd for  future years  is based upon cur ren t  predictions of these 
effects. 
The step-wise procedure to be followed in predicting lifetime is as 
follows: 
1. Compute perigee and apogee altitudes in  km. Use  the ear th  radius 
defined at the sub perigee point in computing altitude (see Table 2 ) .  If the i 
and w necessary to define this radius are not known, use the equatorial ear th  
radius of 6378. 165 km in computing altitude. 
2. For  the specified perigee altitude read the L1 corresponding to the 
given apogee altitude, interpolating between lines of constant apogee altitude if 
required, Depending on altitude region of interest  use Figures 8 ,  9, o r  10 for 
ARDC reference and Figures 11, 12,  o r  13 for  1962 U. S. Standard. 
3. Compute A, effective area. For  attitude stabilized vehicles this area 
is the surface projection on a plane perpendicular to the direction of vehicle 
motion. Projected areas a r e  computed as follows: 
Nose-on (a !  = ' O o )  
TD2Cone A = -4 
7TD2Cylinder A = -4 
A = projected area (m2) 

D = vehicle diameter ( m )  

L = vehicle length ( m )  

Q = angle of attack 

Broadside ( CII = 9 0 " )  
A = DL/2 
A = D L  






4. Determine d r a g  coefficient, CD, from Figure 14. These data are 
extracted from Reference 8. The following values are for  a 200 km altitude: 
Cone, nose-on = 2.06 
Cylinder broadside = 2.2 
Tumbling Body = 2. 18 
5. 	 Compute the ra t io  M/CDA in !% m2 
6. To obtain total lifetime in days based on 1959 ARDC o r  1962 U. S. 
Standard reference,  multiply M/CDA by the value read  from the graph to obtain 
L2. ( i  = 3 0 ° ,  w = 180') 
L2 = Li M/CDA 
If something more  than the apogee and perigee values are known 
about the orbi t  o r  a prediction for  la te r  launch dates is desired,  using the 1959 
ARDC o r  1962 U. S. Standard predictions computed in s tep 6 continue with the 
following steps. 
7. F o r  given values of i and w read f ( i , w )  in Figure 15, interpolating 
between lines of constant inclination if necessary.  Note that the figure consists 
of two sets of curves ,  one fo r  use when L2 < 30 days and the other for use when 
L2 2 30 days. Multiply L, by f ( i ,  w )  to obtain L,. 
L3 = L2 f ( i , w )  
L, is then lifetime in  days fo r  proper inclination and argument of perigee. Omit 
this s tep if  i and w are not defined and the mean radius was used in  s tep I. 
8. F o r  the given launch date and perigee altitude en ter  Figure 16 o r  
Figure 17 for  the 1959 o r  1962 atmospheres respectively and obtain an average 
value of the ordinate for  the given perigee altitude over  the interval of time from 
the launch date ( y e a r  and fraction) over  the time ( i n  yea r s )  corresponding to L, 
days. The same  lifetime will be obtained regard less  of which base is used. This 
average is fd which is multiplied by L3 to obtain the first lifetime est imate  L3(I). 
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These fd correct ion fac tors  are cur ren t  only f o r  the date of this publication. As 
new data become available and the so la r  activity prediction is updated, this fd 
factor  mus t  be updated. 
9. Step 8 is repeated using L3( I)instead of L3 to perform the average. 
However, when the new value of fd is obtained it is multiplied by L3 not L3( I) 
to obtain L3(2) .  
Depending upon the accuracy desired and the variations in  successive 
values of f , step 8 may be repeated until L3(n)  is obtained which differs in­
significantPy from L3(n-I) . 
Pr imary  uncertainties associated with these predictions are a 25% 
uncertainty in C,, and uncertainty in prediction of fd. The latter is a function of 
t ime and altitude. To obtain three s igma lifetime values f o r  fd uncertainty, 
Figures  18 and 19 o r  20 and 21 should be used for  the 1959 o r  1962 atmospheres 
respectively in  the same manner as given in s tep 8 fo r  Figures  16 and 17 and 
nominal lifetime. Three  s igma curves are given only fo r  future dates as there  
is no prediction uncertainty associated with past  so la r  activity behavior. 
To assess the accuracy of the graphic technique, a total of 103 compari­
sons was made between lifetimes predicted using the computer deck and lifetimes 
predicted using the graphic technique. It was found that a maximum of three 
i terations as specified in s tep 9 was sufficient for  convergence. F o r  short  
l ifetimes only one i teration was necessary.  The rat io  of the program value and 
the graphic value was computed for  all cases. The resul ts  of this yielded a mean 
and standard deviation of I.01 and .15 respectively. From the resul ts  of this 
comparison no systematic e r r o r s  seemed to  be present  in  the graphic technique. 
As well as total lifetime, t ime spent in decaying from one c i rcu lar  altitude 
to another can also be obtained by subtracting the respective lifetime values. 
F o r  elliptical orbi ts ,  the time spent in decaying from one apogee to another can 
be found in a like manner if the perigee could be assumed fixed. However, this 
assumption could cause a significant e r r o r  since the perigee will in actuality 
experience a decay whose effect cannot be neglected. 
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T A B L E  11. EARTH RADIUS AS A FUNCTION OF INCLINATION (i) 
AND ARGUMENT OF P E R I G E E  ( w )  
-
0 15 30 45 60 75 90 
180 165 150 135 120 105 
195 210 225 240 255 27 0 
360 345 330 315 300 285 
15 6378.2 6378.1 6377.9 6377.5 6377. I 6376.8 6376.7 
30 6378.2 6377. 9 6376.9 6375.5 6374.2 6373.2 6372.8 
45 6378.2 6377. 5 6375. 5 6372.8 6370.2 6368.2 6367. 5 
60 6378.2 6377.1 6374.2 6370.2 6366.1 6363.3 6362.1 
75 6378.2 6376. 8 6373.2 6368.2 6363.3 6359.6 6358.2 
90 6378.2 6376.7 6372. 8 6367.5 6362. I 6358.2 6356.8 
Computed from 
r I 
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FIGURE 9. EARTH ORBITAL LIFETIME 
Perigee: 100 - 200 km 






























Based on 1959 ARDC Atmosphere 
R-AERO-FO I September 1965 
L
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Parameter o f  Curves: Apogee Altitude (km) 
CD Orbital Drag Coefficient 
A :  Effective Drag Area (m2) 
M :  Orbiting Mass (kg) 
fi ,W: Correction Factor for Initial Inclination 
and Argument o f  Perigee 
f d :  Correction Factor for Actual Calendar Date 
I I 1 11  I 
I I - " '  1 ' I ' I ­
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FIGURE I O .  EARTH ORBITAL LIFETIME 
Perigee: 100 - 600 km 
Apogee: 200 - 600 km 
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FIGURE 11. EARTH ORBITAL LIFETIME 
Perigee: 100 - 650 km 
Apogee: 450 - 6000 km 
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Co: Orbital Drag Coefficient 

A :  Effective Drag Area (m2) 

M :  Orbiting Mass (kg) 

fi,w: Correction Factor for Initial Inclination 

and Argument of Perigee 
IO-^ 
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FIGURE 12. EARTH ORBITAL LIFETIME 
Perigee: 100 - 200 km 
Apogee: 450 - 1750 km 
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CD : Orbital Drag Coefficient 
A : Effective Drag Area (m2) 
m : Orbiting Mass (kg) 
fi,,, 	 : Correction Factor for Initial Inclination 
and Argument of  Perigee 
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FIGURE 13. EARTH ORBITAL LIFETIME 
Perigee: 100 - 600 km 
Apogee: 250 - 600 km 
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FIGURE 18. fd CORRECTION FACTOR FOR - 3 ~ 
LIFETIME: 1959 ARDC REFERENCE 
fd Perigee Altitude (km)  
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FIGURE 19. fd CORRECTION FACTOR FOH +Ya ~ k ~ ' i i i v i f i :1Y59 ARDC REFERENCE 
1 
FIGURE 20. fd CORRECTION FACTOR FOR -30 LIFETIME: 1962 U. S. STANDARD REFERENCE 
FIGURE 21. fd CORRECTION FACTOR FOR +3a LIFETIME: 1962 U. S. STANDARD REFERENCE 
APPENDIX A. 
A. Definitions 
DERIVATION OF THE DECAY EQUATIONS 
dh-==(A) F
dt 
From the above geometry: 
cos i = Zh E 
- _e = e  X E
R L h 
. 





s in  u = e, X En 4 
k x eh E X h- -e =52 sin i h s in  i 
The transformation matrix M is given by 
-- V x ( R x V )  ­e - - e  
I.1 R 
-(EQ x E)  eh 
sin w = e 
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' 11111 1~1111111111.111111111 II1 1 1 1 1 1 ~ I . I I I ~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 111111111111111111I 111 III I I I I 
-ecl 'E 
cos w =­ e 
-
h * h  h2-p=T---I.1 
-
- peR
R =  i + e  cos ( u - w )  
$J i + e  cos 0 i + A  cos u + B sin u 
. 
Consider now E to be r l r a d i k f fand v to be "velocity. I '  In Newtonian motion the 
two are related to some "force" %' as follows: 
--- 
or  in alternate form: 
d v  dV -pR +
dt  M or-­d t  R3 
Since the definitions express the orbital elements most directly as functions of 
- dh d z
h and e, their derivatives are facilitated with expressions for - and ­dt  dt 
- ­
-=- - ­d h d  (&V) =-dR x V + R X -d T
dt d t  dt dt 
dg - d ­p - = - d ( V x h )  - p -
dt  
e
Rdt  d t  
. 
I l l  
=aXh+VX ( E x ? )  -k(hxR)dt R3 
-=(z
dT7 +@R 3 )x h + V x  (RxY)  
I.The derivation of 
_ -
















d t  
dQ,
2. The derivation of -d t  
dGQ, - d 
h s in  id t  d t  ( E x & ]  
-
k 




h s in  i 
8 
--
x- 	dh - x' -d ( h s i n i )











h sin i 

	 1
h sin i 
dQ -
dt h sin i 
k x eQ--.




[En. k x % l  J *  gn x i­









* 3. 	 The derivation of dt 






4. 	 The derivation of ­dt 
-
d A - - - dE-
d t  - e . - dt + e  -d t  
h s in  i 
-
dQ - - - de 
=B-& (Re eh) 
+ e , - -dt  
. 
d, d z






- ­ cos  u - 5 s in  u 
'Q = eR L 
- ­eei 2 R  = c o s u  
- ­
e e = - s i n uQ L 
-
R * en = R COS u 
-P ­-
V - 5 = - [ ( i + A c o s u + B s i n u ) ~  + ( A s i n u - B c o s u )  zR1* eQ
Q h  L 
=' h [ ( i + A c o s u + B s i n u ) ZL + ( A s i n u - B c o s u ) eR 1. [ ER c o s u - E L s i n u ]  
h 
[ - ( l + A c o s u + B s i n u )  s i n u + ( A s i n u - B c o s u )  C O S U ]  
=' [ - s inu  - A s i n u c o s u  - B s i n 2 u + A s i n u c o s u - B c o s2 U ]  
h 
-V - Z = ~h [ ( I + A c o s u + B s i n u ) eL + ( A s i n u - B c o s u )  ER1 R eR 





= -I(2Rcos u ( v  - F)+ f (B + sin u) (x.F.) - ?[&in u - Bcos u] ( ER)}
1-2 
-
= - { 2 R c o ~ u ~ + ~ ( B + s i n u )  - ' R [ A s i n u - B c o s u ]  ea}-5PI h RER h  
= {- C O S  u [ I + Acos u + Bsin u] eL+ cos u [ Asin u - Bcos u] eRP h 
-
- s [ B +  sin u]E
R 
- F [ A s i n u  - Bcos u][FB cos u - e L s i n u ] }  * 3
h 
R 
= -h ( ( 2 ~ 0 su [ I + Acos u + Bsin u] + [ Asin u - &os u] sin u) eL 
+ (2[Asin u - Bcos u] cos u +  [ B + sin u] - [Asin u - Bcos u] cos u ) FR} * $ 
R 
= -h { (2+cos u + Asin2 u - Bsin u cos u)EL + (Asin u cos u - &os2 u 
+ sin u) ZR} - 5 
--e . - - ­"-	
h 
( [ A +  ( I +  +) cos u ] z L +  + sin ueR} - 3
dt 
-dA d a  R 







5. 	 The derivation of ­dt 












-= e  e ­
h dt 
dE52 dD 
- k X G Ddt dt 
L 
I 1 9  
-- 
-- 
- -  
d a  - dgdB _ - - A c o s i + E  h ea X -dtdt dt 
dSZdB - - - A c o s i  -e e - d F x 5dt dt 52 dt h 
dB da- - = - - A c o s i + e  - - dFX e S 2 * ­
dt dt h dt 
- ­= ee5 2 R  cos u - EL s i n u  
- ­
e x ZS2= e  x E cos u - C s in  ulh h R L 
-= eh x E R c o s u - E  h x eL s i n u  
- ­
e x E n  = e  cos u + F  s i n uh L R 
dE dE eh x eQ e - =  [EL cos u + ER sin ul a -dtdt 
- dZ = e  	~ - C O S U + B  0 -"sin uL dt R dt 
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R .  Y = F [ A s i n u - B c o s u ]  
c ­
h eLV .  eL = ~ ( [ l + A c o s u + B s i n u ] E L + [ A s i n u - B c o s u ] ~ R } ~  
-v .  	L =,E [ I+ Acos U +  Bsin u]h 





= E { [ l + A c o s u + B s i n u ] ~+ [ A s i n u - B c o s u l e
R 




V ' e R  h [Asin u - Bcos u] 
- . - c o s u + e  . - s i n u = - c o s u { - E ~ [ l + A ~ o s ~ + B s i n ~ ]e d e  dis I 
L dt  R dt I-1 h 
-








dt dt hEL - E c o s u + Z  R * - s i n u = - - ( - [ + ]  c o s u eR - [ A s i n u - B c o s u ]  c o s u eL 
+ 2sin u + BL + [Asin u - &os u] sin u FR 
-
- [Asin u - &os u] sin u FR - [Asin u - Bcos u] sin u BR} - 3 
-	 dE 
eL - -dt cos u + ER dt sin u = -
R 
h ((-$cos u + [Asin u - Bcos u] sin u 
-[Asin u - Bcos u] sin u) Z;R + (-[Asin u - Bcos u] cos u 
R-eL . z c o s u + eR . ~ s i n u = - ( - + c o s u ~+ ( - [ A s i n u - E k o s u ]  COS^ dt h R 
-






+ [ sin u (-cos u - &in u + 2+) + B]zL} 5 
=-(-+COS u +  [(IR h + +) sin u +  BIZL} 
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" = _-dS2 Aces i+gL. cos u+ .-sin u
dt  R dt 
dB-
dt 
= --dS2 Acos i+-R h {-$COS u eR + [ (i + $)sin U+ B] ZL} 7dt 
de
6. 	 The derivation of ­dt 
- = A ( &  1de 






d t  - pe Ih2 [ i + e2 + 2ecosB] ( [ i + ecosO]EL + esine eR) 
-	
h h h 
( [ I + e c o s e ] ~  + es inee
RL 
- LLR [  i + e2 + 2 e c o s e 1 ~ ~  + esine E-
h2 I h  ( [ I  + e c o s e ~ ~  RL 
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+ I-lR esine z +? esine Eh R R 
f 





[i + e2 + 2 e c o s e l - esin20 - -
e 




IIIIIII I l l  I 
f r 
d w7. 	 The derivation of ­
d t  
- -
en. e 
cos0 = e 
dw- s i n ~-= -I dA cosw de 
d t  e dt e d t  
dw dA de-esinw -= -- cosw ­d t  d t  d t  
R 
= B-dQ COS i + j - {  [A + ( I  + +)cos  uI ZL + qs inuZR} F
d t  
R ­




dw R- _ ­d t  - he c o b {  +sine CR + [e + (I + +) c0se]isL } . F 
-d!2- R-
dt  cos i - -cscw {$sin u FR + [A + (I+ +)cos ul isL} 3he 
dw d!2 R-= --COS i +-(+sine c o b  zR+ c o b  [e + ( i + +) C O S ~ IZLdt  . dt he 
-
-$sin u cscw eR - cscw [ A + (I+ +)cos u] ZL } 
dw df2 R-dt = --cos i +-he {[+sine c o b  -+sin u cscw] BRdt 
c o b  [ e  + ( 1  + ~+b)cosel- c s c w ~ A + ( l + ~ c o s u  
-dw _ - dQ cos i+-R (-+cos8 R + (I+ q )  sine eL} 7dt dt he 
d r  




d t  dt I+ e  
-i-+de






d r  
9. 	 A derivation of -a 
d t  
dra d 










h ( 1  - e)2 { [ ( 2  - e) + ( i+ Z/J)C O S ~ IEL +$sine ZR} T 
d r  a pR 
dt - h (  I - e)' { +sine zR + [ 2 ( i  + case) - e s i n ' ~ ]EL } 9 
dh
B. The description and substitution of 5 in the decay equations -dt  
Define 7 as follows: 
Where G is the gravitational perturbing force due to ear th  oblatness 
$D is the perturbing force due to drag -
3s is the perturbing force due to solar radiation pressure 
+ s i n i  cos u Z  I }
L 
R = earth 's  equatorial radius 
eq 
R,  P are the geocentric radius and latitude of the satellite 
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PN(si@) is the Nth Legendre polynomial 
JN are empirically determined constants 
-
-3D -@ [ I+ e2 + 2 e c o s ~ F  [ i + ecosel EL + esine zR1 P ' [  
A = reference area 
m = mass  of satellite 





m Pr [ L  ER + M FL f N Ehl 

L p o s  u COSQ - sin u cos i s ina  cos u s i n a  f sin u cos i cosn 
i .)= 1sin u c o s a  - cos u cos i s inn  -sin u s inn  f cos u cos i cosn  
N k i n i  sin^ -sin i cosn  






IS' mS' ns are the direction cosines of the sun 
PR = so lar  radiation pressure 
A reference area 
I 
~2 = 5 ( 3 s i n 2 ~- I)= -i ( 3sin2i sin% - i)
2 
I 
~3 = z(5sin3p - 3 s i n ~ )= -I(5sin3i sin3u - 3sin i sin U)
2 
Pi = 3sinP = 3sin i sin u 
3P! = 5&in2@ - i) = -3 (,5sin2isin2u - I)
2 










--- de R3 
-- R3 
-cos R3 
- -  -  
-- 
-- 
3 NC J~ A di - h2 cos u {- $ c o s i  N=2 
3 
h2 cos u (-$cos i k2 (%) Pi+ 5 3  [>)Pi] -:I?,.> 
= h2 u {-$cos i [3J2 [>) 2 sin i s in  u + 2 
- I ) ]  -f.,.} 
3pJ2 cos u sin u cos i sin i R2 -15c1J3 cos u sin2 u sin2 i cos i R3 
Rh2 eq 2 h2R2 ecl 
P AN 
+ 3 A  r 5 h2R2 J3 cos u cos i R3 eq - mh2 R3 cos u 
di - - 3J2- R2 cos i s in  i cos u sin u [ I + ecose]
de p2 eq 
15 
J3 R3 sin2 i cos i cos u sin2 u [ I+ ecos 1
2P3 ecl 
N 
Definer so  that i = i - Ai  where Ai  is the purely periodic portion of i. 
A characteristic of any periodic function is that its derivative is also periodic. 
The only portion of the above expression that is not necessarily periodic is the 
term involving solar radiation pressure, Pr. I. e. Pr is assumed to have a 





dhThe process  of removing the periodic portions of the -d t  is done by averaging in the following way: 
N N N NIt is easily shown that t e r m s  containing s in  u, cos  u, s in  ucos  u,  N ODD 
will vanish over  [o,  2n 3 when averaged in the above manner. This aid then 
makes the integration a process  of inspection. 




d r _ - 2­
d t  m p a ( i  - e') a' 
di - ANR3P r COS u 
dt ---rmp af-( i  - e') 
d5
2. 	 Derivation of ­d t  
d o  - R  s in  u - ­-





are the same expressions as given in ­dt 
h 
dQ
On substitution then the expression for  -de becomes 
3 J  ANR3 
+ ecosO12 +-2 P3 Req3csc i sin u [ i  + ecosO12 - mh2sin s in  u P r 
Averaging as before, only the first term of the above expression will  remain 
since it contains a secular  term. The term involving so lar  radiation pressure  
is retained 
ANR3 s in  u Pr 
dC2 3 2 





- -  
- -  
d 5  3 ANR3sin u P, - R 2  
-= - -J2c0s i- mh2 sin i 3 J2 = 5 2  [ T)de 2 
N 
dw3. 	 Derivation of ­
dt  
dw dS2 R ­
d t  
- --
dt  
cos  i +- { -+case E
R 





-eR 3,- = - I-LepB [i + e2 + 2ecose12 sine 
P 
I- ­
e L '  'D 




- -  
-- 
-- A eR 03S = - - P L  m r  
- ­
e ~ *  
A PRmF s =  m 
do - --cos i--z/cose ( ~ ~ - 5 ~  - 5dQ R + e  -5- + e  










J2 (>)sin2i sin2u -
2 
J2 I[?) 
R 2 R 3 
sin3i Sin S3u+ 1oJ3 (2) 
3 
- 6J3 (>]s i n i  sin u 
N 
N = 2  JN 
Pk sin i cos u =  352 1>[ sin2i sin u cos u 
3 
sin i cos u+%J3 (>)sin3i sin2ucos u - -32 J3 [+I2 
dw dw dt R2 dw 
_._--­- ­
de d t  de h dt  
3 




+ i O J 3  (>13 sin3i sin3u - 6 J3 (>)sin i sin u 
I APrLR2-




AP r M R ~  -
P 
[i + e2 + ~ e c o s e j 2[i + ecose] - P 
For convenience the effects due to the three perturbing forces will be considered 
separately below. F o r b ]  only the first, secord and third t e rms  of the 
G 
expression remain, and become 
3 9 3[$1 = 2p2 J2Re: cos% -7J2Re: sin2i + 7J 2  R 2 
G 4P 2P eq 
3 - 9­[%] = 2 J2cos% - -4 J2sin2i + -2 3 J2 
G 
[51 = -3 -J2 [ 4  - 5sin2il 
4
G 
The effects due to drag become 




IIIIIIIII II IIIIII I 1  I I1 I I 1  

[%] will vanish over  [o, 27r1 if we consider p = p (R) to be an  even function of 
D 
8. Thus [%] = 0. 
D 
The effects of so la r  radiation p res su re  remain 
L J 
Msin8 - Msin8i + ecose 1 
N 
d r  







+ i O J 3  (>)sin3i sin3u - 6J3 1>j3sin i s in  u] 
R 2 

+ c2 ( i  - case) + ,sin201 k2( T)sinzi s in  u cos u 
3 

+ 2 J3 (3)sin3i sin% cos u1 

On integration of the above expression forh:. all t e r m s  wi l l  vanish 

due to the odd powers of the trigonometric t e rms  involving u 
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I l l 1  Il1 I l l  I I 
The drag effects [>] are 
D 
r 2AP r[>]s - :pa ( i - e ' p m  -Lsine + [ 2 ( 1  - cose) +esin28]M p [ I + ecosel 
d g  
Hence the final expression for J isdt  
r 2AP - - P  r -Lsin0 + -[2( i - cos0) + esin20]M 





dra5. 	 Derivation of ­dt 
Since the above expression is identical to [2-Jinsofar as trigonometric 
G 




r 2AP a r 
Lsin + M [ 2 (  i + cose) - esin20],$a3 ( i - [I+ ecose] 
aHence the final expression for -dt is 
a r M [ 2 (  I+ cos0)- esin2e] 
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6. I N T E R A ~ I N T E R P ~ D D ~ C A N 0 M ~ O A P 0 ~ E ~ l O ~ ~ C D A l 5 C l  
7,PRINF.  CUTIFFIZlr A I v R P A 1 , S A C B T I  
8,REVBLi. H T d V P I  .POI  
9 1 P N I  61 , A V l t )  , R E V 1  
I r C 0 R R E C , S ~ L A R t A T M Z S ~ F T E ~ d D ~ U R h L ~ X ~ A G ~ R H E X X ~ S E ~ S A  
1, E 1  .R�PP,*RIPA,AMPR 
00 10 I = l r ' 3 6 5  
C B S E I  � 1  =O; 
S T E P A t  I) = O .  i4 
10 S T E P P I  11-0. J 5  .t 
REV 1 4. 
REVEL=O. 
T IME 110. 
DP ,104 1 1 1 . 5  
I N T E R A I  I ) = C .  __ 
1 0 4  I N T E R P L I l = C .  
CO-0. d 1 4  ~ 
T I M E = O .  . ' I t  
OO 7 0 0 0  114 ,110  . . 
7 0 0 0  CERREG 1Il=C.  
DO e 5 7  I = 1 , 1 5 3  . .  
F T E N B t  I l = X F T E k B l  I f -
153 

F T E R ( I ) = X F T � Y I I I  
857  A P I  I I - X A P I  I J 
_ .  	E C L  I P T  = XEC L P  1 
AHPR=XAHPR 
-	 C = X F  
PR I~T-XPR I h i  
- -_ -
A ~ M E S - X A T M E S  -
D I U R N L  = X O � U R Y  
X L A C = I X L A G  ______ 
A 00 =XW V A 




K I L G B  L I F E  
- B X T E R K A L  F Q R H L L A  ~ N V H B E R - - S0URCE S T P T E l r E h T  -
W R I T E 1  6 1 1 4 C 0 1  
1400 FCRCAT(lH0,25X,32H*.... B A L L I S T I C  PPR'AMETERS * * * * * I  
. . .- I F ( C O A - S Y B C I ) 3 2 1 3 3 . 3 2  
3 3  W R I T E 1 6 . 3 4 )  
- 3 4  F 0 K V A T  L l H D l l  H S P E C  I A L  C O A l  
Y Q I T E I  6 . 1 1 C O l  
1100 F Z R V A T ( 1 H  1 7 H R E V ~ C V C L E S / 0 R 8 I T l , 5 X ~ l C H T I ~ E l D A V S ~ ~  
K K = 2  
1 1 0 3  I F ~ C C A ~ K K ~ - E Y C I O ~ ~ I C ~ V ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~  
1101 K K = K K + Z  
~ a ~ e i i o 3  
I 1 0 2  K K  =K K+ 2 
D0 1104 I - l r K K ; Z  
1104 W R I T E L 6 ~ 1 ? C 5 l C D A ~ I ~ l l ~ C C A l � + 2 l  
1 1 0 5  FORVAT I 1H E 1 5 . 8 ~ 5 X .  E I 5 ; e )  
3 2  N R I T E I  6 .35  1 
3 5  F 3 R V A T . I I H O 2 4 H P N G L E  I F  A T T A C K  F U N C I I I N I  
W R I T E 1 6 . 3 6 1  
3 6  F O R V A T I I H  1 4 H P L P H A l C E G R E E S l . 6 X .  
1 1 6 H P ~ 0 H A L Y I O E ~ R E E S l )  
K K = 2  
7 0 2  I F l ~ T T A C K ~ K K - l ) - E N C I D ) 7 C O i 7 0 1 + 7 0 0  
700 K K = K K + 2  




701 K K = K K - 2  1 ' 1 0 4  ~ 
00  3 8  I = I d K K , 2  d 1 C 5  
W R I T E l 6 , 3 7 ! A ~ . T A C K (  I 1 9 A T T A C # I I + l )  
3 7  F i 3 P C A T I l H  E 1 5 . 8 c 5 X . E 1 5 : 8 1  
_.'lot ,107 d l C B  ~~ 
38 C B N T I Y U E  
W R I T E t 6 . 3 9 1  
3 9  F B R V A T ~ l H O i 8 H C 0 E F F I C l E N TEF DRAG FUhCTI!Zh) 
K K = i  
7 0 5  IFlCN~KK)2EYOID)703,704~7C3 
7 0  3 K K - K K i 2  
G3 T a  7 0 5  
704 C a N T  I N U E  
I F l C N - E C I T I ~ ~ 4 0 V 4 1 r 4 0  
4 0  W R I T E [  6 . 4 2  1 
4 2  F B R C A T t  1H iHCht l8X, . l .4HALPHA ( D E G R E E S 1 1  - .  . .
G'3 1 0  44 ; 1 2 1  
1 
4 4  K K =  KK-2  
D B  4 6  I = 1 d K K 1 2  
- 4 1 2 4  
1 ' 1 2 5  
.~W R I T E 1 6 , 4 5 1 C Y I f + l ~ , C N ~ l i 2 1  
4 5  F Z R C A T  I1 H  E l  5 .8 p 5 X .  E 15. @ 1 
4 6  C 2 N T  I Y U E  
W Q I T E L 6 . 4 7 1  
._ - .  9 ' 1 2 5  
f 1 ? 1  
,130 
, 1 3 2  
-
4 1  W 2 I T E I  6 . 4 3  1 f 1 2 i  , 1 2 3
4 3  F C ? R C A T [ I H  ~ ~ C h f l 8 X ~ l O H l I H E ~ D A V S )  
47  F ~ R r A T ( l H 0 7 ~ C C P R I M E , l 3 X ;  
1 1 9 H P E R  I G6fl K I L B H E T E R  S I I 
K K = 2  
7 0 8  I F ~ C D P R I M L K K - 1 ) - E N C I D 1 7 C 6 d 7 0 7 ~ 7 0 6  
7 0 6  	K K = K K + 2  .-
G 0  1 0  708 
707 	KK=KK-!2 





YR I TE( 6* 48)CDPR J M f U ,  CDPR J M  I I + 1I . - ~ .,_ .. ~ . . .~~ . 
4 8  F2RPATI:H E15.8.5X.El5.8) 
-49 CBNTINUE . ~ -. 
W R I T E 1 6 r S O )  
_- -5 O _ _ F B R C A T ~ l H O ~ f l ~ E F F E C T . t V ECRAG AREA FUhCTlEh) 
53 FPRPATJ 1 H  2OHbREAIPETERS S P U E E Q I d 3 X i  - _ _  
114HALPHALOEGREESl )  
G0 1 0  5 5_ -
52 W R I T E I 6 p 5 4 <  
5 4  F P R C A T l l H  ~ O . ~ A R E A l P E l E R S  SPUARED)43Xv 
1 1 3 H T  I M E ( D A Y S  1 )  
5 5  	CBPITINUE -
KK=KK-2 
o @  5 7  I=l. 'KK,Z 
W R I T E 1 6 r 5 5 1 A R E A ( 1 + 1 ~ ~ A R E A l � + 2 ~  

.5 6  FBRCATI  1 H  E15 .8 ,8X tE15 .eL  
5 7  C f lNT IYUE 
W R I T E 1 6 . 5 8 )  ­
5 8  F @ R V A T I l H 0 1 4 H P A S S  C I N S T A N T S I  
I F  1 PASS-3C I T I C  1 5 9 1e c  2 5 9  _ _  
59 1IR i T Et 6 9 61 1MAS S I 2  1 
-61 F O R P A T ( 1 H  2 3 H I N I l I A L  P A S S [ # I L e G R A P S ) E 1 5 . 8 / 1  
I F ( P A S S ( 3 1 1 6 2 . 7 0 d 6 2  
6 2  k R I T E 1 . 6 ~ 6 3 1  
6 3  F B R P A l I l H  23HCASS CECAY R A T E ( K G / D I Y ) ~ ~ X I  
._ 1 1 4 H F I N A L  MASSIKG)  I __ 
KK=2 
- 7 1 4  l F l ~ A S S l K K t l ~ - E N D I C ~ 7 l 2 ~ 7 ~ ~ ~ ~ l 2  
712 KK=KKBZ 
GO 1 0  714 
713 KK=KK-!Z 
~. D a  Z O O  I = l r K K , Z  
W R  I T  E l  6 ;64 I M A S S I1 +i 1 v <A S S y i i 3  I 
. 6 4  F a R P A T l l H  E15 .8111X7E15 .8 )  .. 
200 CONTINUE 
G5 1 3  70 . 
6 0  W R I T E l 6 r 6 5 )  
6 5- F E R P A T I l H  l.~HrA.SS(KILoGRACSl~3X,. -. 
l l O H T I M E ( D I Y S ) I  
.... K K = 2  . -
7 17 I F  P 4 s  S I K K  I - E h D - l D  ) 115.7 16;7 15 
715 KK=KKaZ - _ _  
G3 1 0  717 
_ _7 1 6 ~ K K = K K + Z .  _. . -
D a  202 I = l r K K v Z  
W R I T  E l  6 9 66 I MAS S [ 1+ 1I IM A S S  L + 2 ~ 1  .-. 
- 6 6 . F @ R P A P ( l H  E15.8,5X.E15;8) 




... __ . 
.. 
d 1 3 5  ,140- d 1 A l  
* 1.42 .v143 . 
i 1 4 4  ,145  
-
J 1 4 6  
4 1 5 1  
d 1 5 2  , 1 5 3  
d l E 8  . 
.'1CS 
.'?9C ~-_ _  ­

i 1 9 1  

f 1 9 2  

, 193  





K I L G B  L I F E  0 6 C 1 8 C t S  
EXTERNAL FORMLLA AUMEER - SOURCE STATEPENT - IhTERNAL FeRPULA NUMBERIS) 
WRITEI  6 9 1 4 C l l  

















K = K - l  

DE 1 7 0 0  1=1.K 
1 7 0 0  YDAYS=XMRNTHl I)+YDAYS 
X D A Y S - X D A Y S + Y C A Y S + C A l E I Z )  
1 F I C A T E I l ~ - 2 . ) 1 7 0 2 ~ 1 7 0 1 ~ 1 7 0 1  
1 7 0 1  XLPE=DATEt3 ) -1956 .  
1 7 0 4  XLPE=XLPE-4. 
I F I X L P E ) 1 7 C 2 , 1 7 0 3 r 1 7 0 4  
1 7 0 3  X C  AY S= XOAK S +  1 
1 7 0 2  XDAY S = X D A K S - 3 t  5. 
H R I T E I 6 , 1 7 C 5 ) C A T E ~ X C A Y S  
1 7 0 5  F ~ R P A T l 1 H O ~ H ~ ~ ~ J T H = E S . Z ~ 5 X d 4 H D A Y = E 5 . Z i 5 X ~ 4 H Y E ~ R E l l . 4 ~ 5 X ~  
133HCAYS ELAPSED S I h C E  OEC. 31 , 1957E15 .8 )  
1 4 0 2  
6 0 0 0  
6 0 0 1  
6 0 0 2  
6003 
6 0 0 4  
6 0 0 5  
6 0 0 6  
6 0 0 7  
6 0 0 8  
6 0 0 9  
6010 
6 0 1 1  
6012 

6 0 1 3  
6 0 1 4  
6015 
6 0 1 6  
1 4 1 2  
1 4 1 3  
1 4 1 6  
1 4 1 4  
1 4 1 5  
I F l A T M 0 S - A T 1 ) t O O Z ~ t C O O d 6 O C 2  
k R I T E L 6 , 6 0 C l )  

F a R C A T l l H  2 0 H 1 9 5 9  AROC ATPBSPHEREI 

GaTE 6 0 1 6  

1 F I A T M 0 S - A T 2 l t 0 0 5 ~ t C O 3 ~ 6 O C 5  
WRITE( 6.6OC4) 

F a R C 4 T I l H  2 9 H 1 9 6 2  L.S. STANDARD AIMESPHERE) 

GaTE 6 0 1 6  

I F l A T ~ ~ S - A T 3 l t 0 0 E i t C O 6 f 6 O C E  
WQITEI 6 1 6 0 0 7 )  

F E R P A T I l H  2 l H P E E  ATCBSPPERE ILMSCO) 

GBTE 6 0 1 6  

1F IA T M  05- A 1 4  1 t 0 11 e t C09 t t0 1 I 

W R I T E l 6 r 6 0 1 0 )  

F P R C A T I I H  28HkUNT SVALL AIM'BSPHERfl I LWSC) )  

G l T E  6 0 1 6  

I F I A T ~ 0 S - A T 5 l t 0 1 4 ~ t C 1 2 ~ 6 ~ 1 4  

WRITE( 6 . 6 0 1 3  1 

F B R P A T I I H  29HSPECIAL  1 9 5 9  AROC ATIOSPHERE) 

GZTE 6 0 1 6  

WRITE1 6 . 6 0 1 5 )  





WRITE( 6 ,1412  1 

F ~ R P A T I l H O l 8 H C E N S l l l  L E R R E C T I I N )  

WQ!TE l6 ,1413)  





I F 1 C 0 R R E C I K K - I ~ - E N C 1 D ~ 1 4 1 4 ~ 1 4 1 5 , 1 4 1 4  
KK=KK+2 





D E  1 4 1 7  I = l r K K d Z  

J 2 0 C .  , 2 0 1  
,1202 _ _
$to? 





d i o e  __ 

f Z05  





d 2 1 2  ,213 









4 2 1 5  
.~ 
d 2 2 4  
f 2 2 5  , 2 2 6  
-	 4 2 2 7  
,122e 














4 2 4 4  
f i4t 
f 2 4 7  
4 2 4 5  
4 2 5 1  
,252 
d 2 5 3  
f154 




-	 ... __ .. .. .. . . . .  
K I L G B  LZFE 061: l e f t  5 ­
- .. . _ _  BXTERh'AL FERMLLA NUMeER . - SEURCE STATECENT - -1hTE-RNAL FERCUL~A NUMeERLS) 
UR.ITE( 6 . 1 4 5 5 )  ___ ~ -
- 1 4 5 5  F 0 R P A T I l H 0 4 H F T E N f l t X I 4 H Y E A R I  
KK=3 ... . 
1 4 5 8  I F I F T e N ( K K - 2 1 - E N D I C ) l 4 5 t i l 4 5 7 r 1 4 5 ~ ~-
1 4 5 6  KK=KK+2 .-
GL1TC.1458 
- 1 4 5 7  KK=KK-3 - .  .. . . .  . .. ~ . ~. 
08 1 4 5 9  � = l r K K i 2  
WRITEL 6 ,1454  1 F T E N I  1 ),FTENl f + l l  ~.- . 
1 4 5 9  CeNTINUE 
_ _ _ _ _ -W R I T E l 6 ~ 1 4 t 0 )  - ____ ~ ~~ -.__ --~ _ _ ~  - . 
1 4 6 0  F P R C A T I l H O ? H F T E N 8 , 1 S X , 4 ~ Y E A R l  
-. KK=3 ~ - . . . . ..- ii9-C. 
1 4 6  3 I F f F TENB LK K- 2 i-END I C ) .14C ld  1 4 6 2  v 14C 1 J 2 9 1  
- 1 4 6 1  KK_=KK+Z . - ~. . .  :292 
GBTU1463 4 2 9 3  
1 4 6 2  KK=KK-3 -ii93­
05 1 4 6 4  I = l r K K i 2  1295  
W R I T E l 6 ~ l 4 S 4 ~ F T E N ~ l I l , F T E h B ! I + 1 1  __.. d 2 9 t  2 9 7  ~ ' 2 9 8  
1 4 6 4  C0NTINUE 4 2 9 s  300 
_ _  ~- .. I F ~ ~ C I U R N L ~ C I N f R ~ I 1 4 2 2 ~ 1 4 2 ~ ~ ! 4 2 ~. _. ~ . ~ _ _  . ~ . ~ f 3 0 1  . 
1 4 2 0  W R I T E l 6 r l 4 2 1 1  f 3 C Z  3 0 3  
1 4 2 1  FORCAT( lHOl iHC1URNbL N0RHAL l  
G B T ~1 4 2 7  
1.422- CBNT_INUE .~ .... _ _  
1 4 2 3  W R I T E I 6 v 1 4 2 4 1  
-15.24. _FRCATl1H014HCI.U.RNLL YEAN1 ~ . ~ - .  .- . -
1 4 2 7  CENT INUE 
WRITE( 6 1 4 2 9 )  
1 4 2  9 F 0 R P A T  I ;H 0 ,2  5 X 4 26 H + 
.- IF! CUTBFF?I! IO )71.f 7 2 , 7 1  
7 2  WRITE(6 .731CUTEFFI21  
SPEC I A L E V E  hT S +*+ 1-
- - .~ ~- d 3 1 1  
r ' 3 1 2  , 3 1 3  1'314 
~-73.  FERVAT l lH017HAPBGEE CUT.BFFLK!~El5.i8!_ ~ . ~-_. 
Ga 1 0  8 0  
7 1  I F  ( CUT0FF'P I D 1 7 4  d 7 5  t 7 4  ­
7 5  H Q I T E L 6 . 7 6 ) C U l 0 F F l i )
76 F a R C  AT L 1H_O1RHP ER I GEE CUTKFF I - K C l  E 15. a)- . - +sic -G0 1 0  8 0  
74. W R I T E l 6 , 7 7 )  f 3 2 1  ,322 
7 7  FERPAPI  lH019HEARTH IMPACT CUTEFF 1 - ~-
E O  	CflNTINUE - __.- + E 2 3  
I F 1  I N T E R A ) B 3 r e 3 r @ 2  d 3 2 4  
t 

. .  -K I L G B  L I F E  0 6 L 1 8 L t 5  
6 X T E R N A L  F 0 R M U L A  .NUMRRR .- SBURCE S T A T E P E N T  - I h T E R N A L  F L R C C L A  MUMEERCS)  
82 W P I T E l 6 , 8 4 )
84 F k 3 R C A T L l H 0 3 4 H T I M E  F P R  
OB e6 1=1,'5 
W R I T E ( b . 8 5 ) I N T E R A l I l  
..85 F B R C A T I l H  E15.8) 
86 C 0 N T  I N U E  
8 3  I F (  l N l E R P ) @ 7 . � 7 ~ 8 8
a8 W R I T E (  6.89 I 
8 9  F B R F A T l l H O 3 5 H T I M E  F L R  
oe 5 1  1~1.15  
U R I T E ~ 6 . 9 O ) I Y T E R P l  I )  
90 F B R C A T l l H  E 1 5 . 8 )  
- 9 1  C 0 N T  I N U E  
87 CBNT INUE 
W R I T E 1  6,1430) 
1 4 3 0  F ~ R C A T I l H 0 ~ 2 5 X f 3 0 H . . . . +  
I F l P R � N T - D E T I C ) 9 2 , 5 3 , 9 2  
9 3  W R l T E 1 6 . 9 4 )  
A P B G E E  1 N T E R P P L A T I P N l D A Y ) I  
,1325. , 3 2 6  
d 3 2 7  
,1328 ,329­

f 3 3 1  , 3 3 2  
P E R I G E E  I N T B R P 0 L . A T I 0 N I C A Y l l  
d 3 3 4  ,335 
-~ 
f 3 3 6  
__ 
, d 3 3 7  , 3 3 8  i 3 3 9  
f 3 4 C  1 3 4 1  
d ? 4 2  
I N F T I A L  C P N O I T I B h S  * * * * * I  f .343  ,344 
. 94 F ~ R ~ A T I 1 H O l S H C E T A I LP R I N T I U T )  
G0 T 0  100 4 3 4 8  
92  I F l P R F N T - S ~ B I C 1 9 5 , 5 t ~ 5 5  *'.34s ..96 W R I T E ( 6 . 9 7 )  d?5C ,351
9 7  F P R C A T L l H 0 1 4 H S H B R T  P R I N T B C T )  
G0 T 0  100 
- ..9 5  W R I T E (  6 . 9 P )  
9 3  F k 3 R ~ A ~ l l H 0 1 5 H h 0 R M A LP R I N T P U T 1  
1 0 0  CBNT I Y U E  - f 3 5 5  . .-W R I T E 1  6 . 8 1 ) C A h B M  + ? S t  , 3 5 7  ,4358
8 1  F O R b ' A T ( I H O 2 l H P N a M A L Y  S T E P I D E G R E E S I E 1 5 . 8 )  
WR I T E I  6 . 1 0 1  1 4 3 5 5  , 3 6 0  ~ 
- 1 0 1  F P R C A T I l H O l t H P P ~ G E ES T E P S I n W ) , 1 3 X #  
l l 8 H P E R I G E E  	R A C I U S I K C ) )  
DB 1 0 3  1 = 1 , 1 0 , 2  
W R I T E I 6 r l O 2 ~ 0 4 P 0 G E l I I r D A P E O E l I + 1 ~  

1 0 2  F Z P t ' A T ( 1 H  E 1 5 . 8 , 1 5 X , E 1 5 . 8 )  
103 C e N T I N U E  
TECC=O.  
T E M P - 3 h O . l C A V P M  





J C N T = I + l  

K = 2  
4 I F l l ) 2 ~ 2 , ' 3  
3 	 ] = I - 1
T E C t '  =R A DOE t T ECR 
C R S E I K  1 = C 0 S I  T E M M l  
E I K  1 - T E M M t C P R  
K = K t 1  
G0 T 8  4 
2 	 C B S E = l .  
E=O. 
C E P 3 = R A D D E f 3 .  
S I N I = S I N C � N C / C P R I  
C 3 5 1 = C 0 S l  � N C / C P R )  
K A  = 1  f 3 8 5




- __ _ _ _ _ -
K I L G 0  	 L I F E  
EXTEPRJL F B R N L A  NUMBBR - S0URCE STPTECEKT 
PER=P06 ~ . _ ..--
PER 1=R B 0  
.- APBsAB 0.- . . . .  ... . __-. .. . .  
CALL PDAD 
ACTPl -AP0T . . . .  -.. . ~ . .~. 
I F 1  PRINT-OETIC)  1 0 5 . l O C f 1 0 5  
1 0 6  W R I T E 1 6 1 1 5 C )  
CALL  P R I N T 1  
. .____ 
. _ _  
1 5 0  9 5 P  AT I1H1 46Hb P 0GE E ,PER I GEE t PD JF R_ A X I  S I A hD E bp_TH RAD !US IKl' / t 
~ ~ X I ~ ~ H A P ~ G E E I P E R I G E E , C ~ J B R  RATESlKC/DAY)  l 'ASSIKG) /vA X I S  
.	Z 1 X .  39HA SCEtjC I hG NZ_C E, A?.CUVBN~ OF PER IGE E-I DEG 1 /. 
3AX.38HNBDE~PERIGEE R E G R E S S F I N  RATBS(OEG/OAY)/ .  
4 1 X , 2 4 H P E R ~ ~ E L k 7 C I T Y f K M / S E C l / r  _ _  
5AX119HBRB�TAL P E R I Z C 1 H l N ) I d  
__.­6 1X 9.2.9HL I F  E T  I M E. SP-EhJ I0R E I 1 AND D.AY 1 I+.--. 

7 1X ,4 7 HR Ha IK G / l' 3 I ,e E, I IUN I T L e S S ) I R � PERG A h0 R I PAPG i <Mi-/ I 

G Z T E  1 0 8  . . . .  . .~. .- ~ . 
1 0 5  l ~ R ~ N T - S ~ 0 I C 1 1 0 7 ~ 1 0 6 ~ 1 0 ~  
1 0 7  W R I T E t 6  1 0 5 )  _ ­
1 0 9  F ~ ~ C A ~ I ~ H ~ ~ ~ H A P B G E E I P E R I G E E ~ ~ A J B RA X I S f A h O *  
117H, E A R N  R4D.IUSl_KP ) / r l X . 4  ..-. . -­
243HPP0GEESPERIGEE.AhD MAJ0R A X I S ~ R A T E S I K C / D A Y ) / l l X ~ l  
- 329HC!PET�M_E. S P E N T I E R B I T . A N 0  DAY) I . . .  
W R I T  E l  6.11 C ) A P0 ,  PER 1I A I ,  R PA I * AD a T J P d 0 T  9 SAD 01 I 9 REV E L  t T 1ME d 4 0 t  , 4 0 7  + 4 C 8  
110 F B R l ' A T I l l i O t H A  E15.813Xv'SHP E 1 5 . 8 r 3 X v 6 H A X I S  ~ E15.Ee3X1 .~ 
1 6 H R P D I U S E 1 5 . 8 / r l X i t ~ A D 0 1  E l S . e r 3 X v E H P D E T  E l S ; 8 1 3 X 1-_.2 6 H A X J D 0 T E l s . 8 , 3 ~ ~ l 6 t ~ R B I T. E 1 5 . e j 3 * + 6 H T I M �  E15,8/ !  -~. - . 
108 CBNTINUE J 4 0 5  
-._3 0 0 1  CDLL_.RK. - ~.. . ..... . . . . .  J 4 I C  
3 0 2 1  I F 1  I N T E R A I K A )  ) 4 0 0 r 4 ? ~ 6 ~ 4 0 1 - f 4 1 1  
4 0 1  F I T I M E - � Y T E R P l K A ) ) 4 0 C  4 0 2  4 0 2  v141_?-­
4 0 2  k Y ( K A )  = I A P B - D A ) + [  I K T E R :  IKA:-TIMC 11. IAPB- IAPE-om') 1 / < T I  M E - T I H E l )  ~ ' 4 1 3  
d 4 1 4  
J 4 1 6  
,4 1.5 
1 4  1 7  
. . . . . . . . .  - . .. 
4 0 3  C 0 N l I N U E  
-_1=1-. 
3 0  5 
__~ -~-
IFIA P0-D A  P B GE i I Q 17)3 33 d 3 0 4  $ 3 0 4  ~. ~~ . 
3 0 3  I = I * Z  - ~~ 
G0 1 0  3 0 5  
-3 0 4  OA=CAPBGP(l)-. - ... _ ._ -. -_ . .- - .  
G21flAOO-_ . . . .  ____  
DA02=DA/ZL  
__ PER=PBRl  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  .. 
T IME1-T IME 





K I L G 0  LEFE 06L101C 5 
.- E X X R K A L  FBRMLLA NUMeER - S0URCE STATECEKT - IhTERNAL FCRP'CLA N U M E E R L S )  
113 W R I T E I 6 ~ 1 1 C ) A P ~ , P E R l , A ~ ~ ~ P A I ~ A D ~ l ~ P C 0 l ~ S A O 0 T I ~ R E V ~ L ~ T I M E  4432 1 4 3 3  1 4 3 4  
G0 T 0  114 
112 CALL P R I N T 7  
114 I F  ( CUTEFF-6 I D  1 115 116t 115 
-116 I F l P P 0 - C U T 2 F F ~ 2 ) ) 1 ? C ~ l 3 C ~ ~ 3 0 0 1___­
115 I F  ICUT OFF-P I D  1 1 1 7  9 118b 117 
1 1 8  IFIPER1-CUT2FF121)1?0~1?0~3001 
117 I F ( P E R l - A E ) l 3 C , l 3 0 i ? O C l  
-130 I F l P R � N T - D E T I C 1 1 3 1 r l 3 2 ~ 1 3 1  
1 3 1  I F t P R � N T - S ~ Z I C ) 1 3 3 ~ 1 3 2 i 1 3 3  
1 3 2  CALL P R I N T 7  
G0 T 0  3000 
; 4 3 5  
J j 3 t  
4437 
+ 4 3 E  
r'439 
4 4 4 c  
4 4 4 1  
4 4 4 2  
r '443  
;444 
f 445 
1 3 3  W R I T E t 6 ~ 1 1 C ) A P 0 ~ P E R l ~ A l , R P ~ l ~ A D 0 T ~ P C 0 T ~ S P D 0 T I ~ R E V ~ L ~ T I M E  9'44t ,447 9'440 
G0 T 0  3 0 0 0  ,1445 
3000 I F ( I N T E R A ) 5 0 0 , 5 0 0 r 5 C l  44 5 c  
5 0 1  k R I T E I  6 ,5021 11451 , 452  
-____5 0 2  FaRCAF( lH033HbP0GEE ALTITUDE I N T E R P e L A T I e N I K ~ 1 , 3 ~ ,  
l l Z H T I M E  �N CAYS) 
KA=KA+l  
D E  5 0 4  I - l r K A  
W R I T E 1 6 , 5 0 ? ) A K I I ) r  IhTERA(  I 1  
5 0 3  FaRPATIlHOE15.815X~El5.@)
5 0 4  CBNTINUE 
500 I F (  I N T E R P ) 5 0 5 r 5 0 5 r 5 C 6  
5 0 6  W4ITEq 6,5071 
5 0 7  FaRt 'ATl lH034HPERIGEE ALTITUDE 
117HTIME �9 DAYS) 
K P=K P-! 1 

D a  5 0 9  I = l r K P  

W 9 I T E t 6 , 5 0 R ) P ~ I I ) , I h T E R P 1 I )  
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J 4 5 5  1 4 5 6  ,1457 
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I N T E R P 0 L A T I 0 N l K P ) , 3 X i  
a 4 6 3  
,1464 
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1C0SI1 J C N T w C D P R I b ' .  A R E A v A T 7 A C K v  C N s  
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SMAID~JJ*NI*lAE/LAI*TEMP~~**2*12.~5.*SINI*SI~I/2.~ f 29 
C A P I D = - J J t ~ I * l A E / l A I * T E M P ~ l * * 2 * C 0 S I  d3QP 
CAPC1-CAR0 f 3 1  
S M A C l - X 0  d32 
SMAU=WB d 3 3  
CAPW=CAPB 4 34-
A P O P l =  APB 
C A P C M l - C A P  IO 
f 3 5  
436 
~~ 
SMACMl=SYA ID 431 
G 0  T 0  12  f 3 8  
11 D T I = l A P a - A P 3 M l ) / A D T C I  4 3 9  
I F l b M P R ) 4 5 8 ~ 4 t 8 , 4 6 5  4 4 0 - _ ­
468 S I N T A 1 0 .  f 4 1
S I N T P - 0 .  *' 42-­
469 
.. 
4 7 C  
2 1 0 2  
2 1 0 1  
2100 
2 1 0 5  
2 1 0 4  
2 1 0 3  
12  
S INTWaQ.  d 4 3  
G B T e 4 7 0  1144 
C A L L  SORAP IX D A Y Z d A I  r E  I ~ C A P U ~ S C A W I I N C .AHPR,KERTHvSCH1 SDRA,SDRP) 1'4 5 
.	S I ~ T A = l 2 ; 1 S O R P - S D R P ) / 3 : / 5 . 7 2 9 5 7 8
S I N T P = W R P / ? .  / 5 . 7 2 S F 7 8  
S IYTW=SDW+ 10. /3 .  
S M A k = S M A M l + O T I * l S M A C M l + S I ~ V U ) 

I F l S H A W - 3 6 C ~ ~ i 1 0 0 ~ 2 1 O l ~ 2 l C l  

SMAk=SMAW+360. 









C 0 T E 2 1 0 5  
CAPW=CAPW 
B 1= 1.-3. t S I N I S IN I / 2. 
T E M P = l . - E � * E  I 
T E M P L - S Q R T I T E C P )  
N I = 1 . + I J J ~ ~ E / P � * A E / A I ~ E l / I T E M P * T E ~ P l ~ ~  
N I = S O R T ( K E R T H / ( A I + P I * A I  ) ) * N I * 2 4 . * 3 6 C O . * D P R  
C A P I O = - J J ~ N I * l A E / ~ A I * T E P P ~ l ~ * 2 + C ~ 3 I 

S ~ A I O = J J ~ Y I ~ l A E / l A I * T E ~ P l ~ * * 2 * l 2 . ~ 5 . ~ S I ~ I * S I h I / 2 . ~  

R P ~ I = A E * L 1 . - l S I Y I * S I N I * S I ~ L S M A W / D ~ R ~ * * 2 / F ~ ~  
C O N T I N U E  
P 0 I = 2 . ' * P I / t 0 . ~ S Q R T 1 A I * A 1 * A � / ~ E R T H 1
V P I ~ S Q R T l ~ E R T ~ ~ * S Q R T l Z ~ / P ~ R l * l l . - J J / 3 . 1 4 E  

l / P E R l ~ A E / P E ~ l * ~ 3 ~ * S I N I * S I ~ � * S I N ~ S C A h / D P R ~ + S I h  
2 I S M P W L D P R ) - l . ) ) - l . / A I )  
L = J C N T  
J = 1  
1 5 0 2  I F I L ) 1 5 0 0 ~ ' 1 5 O C ~ 1 5 0 1  
1 5 0 1  L = L - l  
R I = P I t ~ l . ~ E I * E I ~ / I 1 . + E I + t e S E o + 

1 ~ 2 . / 3 ~ * J J / A 1 * ~ E / ( 1 . - E I * E I ~ 1 A E ~ * l l S I h I ~ S I h I ~ * l l . ­ 

2 S I N l l S H I W + E l J ~ ~ / D P R l * * 2 / 2 . ~ - ~ 5 ~ - 3 ~ / l O ~ ~ H ~ /  

3 J J * A E + S I Y ~ * l S I N l ~ S C ~ W + E l ~ ~ ~ / D P R ~ - S I h ~ ~ H ~  
4 + E l  J I )  / D P R ) )  
R I P = R � - A E * l  l . - S I N I * S I N I *  
1'46­
1' 4 7 
-	 3 4 0  ____ 
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4 5 0  
*' 5 1 
i.52 
1153 
- . .  i 5 4  ~~ .- ­2 5 5  
456 
.I 5 1 
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1	S1N I I S M b l + E  l_J_)_)/DPR1++2 / F  _______ -
I F I E l J ) ) 1 9 C C ~ 1 9 0 0 ~ 1 S O l  
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-- _ _  K l L G B  P D A D - 06k 1 0 C  t E  
- E X T E Q N A L  F 0 R H U L A  NtJMB.fR - SBURCE S T A T E C E K l  - I h T E R N A L  F C R P C L A  N U M e E R J x  
G 0  1 0  40 f 1 2 5  
5 1  CYN=CNII) d12t 
- 4 0  CD=CDP*CNN 4 1 2 7
I F l P R E A - B C I T I C ) 6 O ~ C 1 ~ 6 0  4128 
. .60 1=2 4121 
6 5  I F I P L P H A ~ A R E A l I f l ~ 1 � 2 . 6 3 ; 0 4  d 1 3 C  
6 4  ]=It2 d131
I F l 1 - 4 4  1 6 5  9 6 5 r 7 C 0 1  4 1 3 2
6 2  1 F 1 1 - 2 ) 6 3 1 ~ � 3 r t 6  
6 6  A R P A ~ A S E A I I - 2 ~ + l A R E P o 1 . I A L P H A ­
l A Q E P ~ I - 1 ~ 1 / l A P E A I I + l ~ - A R E A l ~ - l ~ ~  

G 0  1 0  70 
63 PQAP=AREA[  I )  
G a  T 0  70 
0 1  1=2 

74 I F 1  T I M E - A R E A 1  I+1)1 7 1 . 7 2 1 7 3  

73 I = I + 2  
I F 1  1-44 ) 7 4 1 7 4 * 7 C O l  
71  I F 1  1 - 2 ) 7 2 + 7 2 p 7 5  
7 5  A R A P = A R E A (  I )  
G 0  T 0  70 
7 2  A R P P = A R E A [  I )  
70 C D P R E A = A R A A * C C  
50.0 I F l  R i P - 7 0 0 . ) 3 C O 1 3 0 1 1 3 0 1  
301 R H 0 = 0 i  
G a T e  5 0 3  
300 I F I P TM 8S-A 11 1 3 02  + 3 C  3 * 302 
303 C A L L  A R D C 5 S I R I P * l . E ? )  
G 0  Ti3 5 0 3  
302 I F IA TM Z S- A T 2 ) 3 04  10 3C 5 1 3 0 4  
3 0 5  P R I l ) = R I R ? l . E ?  
C A L L  P R A 6 3 1 P R , E R R B R )  
H H B = P R (  6 1 1 5 .  E l  
GE T 0  503 
304 I F 1  P T M 0 S - A T 3  ) ? O 6 , 1 3 C 7  306 
307 X = R I  t C B S ( ( S Y A W + E I J )  / D P R )  
Y=R I ? S I U [  I S M P Y + E l  J 1 / D P R )  
XP=X 
Y P=Y SORT C 1. -5 1P i  I f 2 
Z P = Y * S I Y �  
T E H P = C O S ( C P P W / D P R  1 
TEMC=S IN1 C D P W / D P R )  
X S = X P q T E M P - Y P * T E H Q  
Y S = X P ? T E M Q + Y P * T E f l P  
Z S = Z P  
R S = S O R T l X S * X S + Y S * Y S + Z S * Z S )  
1-F I P TM 0 S- A 13 1 ? 5 0 4  3-5 11 3 5  0 
3 5  1 D = X C A Y S + T F M E  
i­
-
C A L L  P ~ E A T I R I P I R H B ~ C , X S , Y S ~ Z S , R S )  
R H @ = R H 8 * 5 ?  5 . 7 / 9 . 8 1  
G a T e  5 0 3  
350 D=X CAI! S +T I ME + 3 6 2 0 3 .  
C P L L  S M A T M S I  X 5  d Y S t Z S v  S A ~ D I R H B ~ R IPZ 
R H 0 = R H 0 / 9 ; 8 1  
G 0  T 0  503 
306 I F l  A T M B S - A T 4  1 3 0 8 1 1 3 C 7  1 308 
e 
J162- ­
d 1 6 3  
r' 164 
d165 
f 1 6 C. - . ~___
d167 
,!.I c 83 
1165 
_ _  -. --- -. - ...- - .	4 1 7 c .  .­
1'171 
4 1 7 2  
1,173 
. .  . . . 	$ 1 7 4  -. 
1 ' 1 7 5  








K I L G B  RDAO 0 6 f  1 8 I C C :  
.- 8 X l E R N A L  E e R M U L A  NUHRER - SBURCE S T A T E P E N T  - I h T E R N A L  F I R C L L A  N U M E E R C S )  
4213 I F (  1-1 1 4 2 1 f * 4 2 1 2 + 5 2 C I  4 2 3 4  
5 2 0 1  F T E N X ~ F . T E N I I - i ) f L Y E R R - F T E K o ) . ( F T E N ( I ~ - F T E ~ ~ I - 2 ~ ~ /  
l I F T E N L I + l J - F T E N ( I - l ) )  
4215 I F l b P ) 4 2 1 6 , 4 2 1 7 , 4 2 1 t  
4217 APX=O: 
G 0 T 8 3 4 3  
4216 1=1 
4223 IF(bPLI)-ENDIC)421E~4219~'421~ 
4219 A P X = A P [ I - 2 )  
G a l e  34 3 
4218 IF(APCI+l)-YERR)422ty422ld4222
* 4220 I = I + 2  
~ m e 4 2 2 3  
4221 A P X = A R (  I )  
G B T e 3 4 3  
4222 I F 1  1 - 1 ) 4 2 2 1 r 4 2 2 1 . I 5 2 C 2  
5202 A P X = A P ~ I - 2 ~ + ~ Y E R R - A P l I - l ~ ~ + l A P l I ~ ~ A P ~ I - 2 ~ l /
~ 
1 ~ A P I I t l ) - A P ~ I + 1 ) 1  
343 S 8 AR = 25. + i8 F 1E:JB X+ - 4  t F T E M X-F TE k8 X 1+ A  P X *10 .  
TEMP=LXDAYZ-3e047.)/365.25 
T.EMC=;06*C@S(4. ' *PI*TEbfP 1 
T E M R = ; O 2 5 * C B S ( Z . * P I * T E M P )  
G.TT=TflMR-TEMQ 
S S = S B A R * E X P  ( t T T )  
I F l C I U R N L ~ C I ~ ~ R ) 4 0 C y 4 0 3 y 4 C 0  

400 C B N T  I N U E  
4 0 2  C B S P P = C 3 S ( 7 5 . / D P R )  
G R T e  404 
403 C B N T I N U E  
T E M P = L S S - l E O . ) I 9 0 .  
T E M R = ~ . 0 3 5 t 7 ~ ~ R I P - 2 C O . ~ + E X P ( - . 0 1 4 5 5 . ( R I P - 2 O O . ~ I  
T E M C = 1 8 . 5 + 2 1 . 5 * E X P ( - . 0 3 1 5 * l R I P - 2 C G .  1 )  
T . � M S = I 1 8 i 5 + 3 0 . ~ E X P ( T E M R ) + T E M Q * T E ~ R ~ 4 . * ~ l . - T E C P * T E ~ P ~ l / D P R  
I F (  T E M S - 5 ; ) 5 1 C + 5 1 0 *  5 1  1 
511 TEVS=5 .  1 . 
5 1 0  X L A G = T E M S + C P R  
X L A C S = . 0 1 7 2 C 3 * ~ D A Y Z + . 0 3 3 5 * S I N 1 . 0 1 ~ 2 C 3 * X D A Y 2 ~ - ~ . 4 1  
T E M P = C B S L X L A M S )  
-. 	 T E M C = S I ~ l X L A H S )  .-
X L S = T B M P  
T CMR =C8 S ( E C L  I P T / D P R  1 
T E M S = S I N L ' C L I P T / D P R )  
X M S = T e M R + T E H q  
X N S = T B M S * T E H Q  
I? AS=AT A N 2 1  Xi4 S t  XL S 1 
K A R = R A S - X L A G / C P R  
X Lfl= SORT I X Y S *  X-N S + X L C X L  S 1 *C 0 S IRA �3 I 
X M B = S O R T l X ~ ~ S * X N S + X L S * X L S ) * S I ~ ( R A a I  
x N B  = xri  s 
X = R I  t C R S ( l S M A W ~ E ( J ) ) / D P R )  
Y = R I  *SIN( l S M P Y + E ( J )  ) / D P R )  
XP=X 
Y P = Y * S Q R T ( l . - S I N I * . 2 )  
Z P = Y  *S  I N �  
T E M P = C 3 S C C A P W / D P R )  
T E M C = S I N ( C A P W / D P R )  
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M = 1__ ._~ -__  ~-._..-. . . ,1311. 
15 06 IF L, ) 15 0411 15 0 44 15 05 4 3 1 2  

-Eo5  l = L : l .  -. ... - ~ . . .  r ' 313  

IYTA=INTA+STEPAlM)  +STEPAI P t Z ) + S T E R A  ( M + l ) + 4 .  4 3  1 4  

4 3 1 5 
I N T P = � N T P + S T E P P l M ) + S T E P P l ~ t 2 ) + S T E P P ( M + 1 ) + 4 .  _____ 







BXTERRAL F a R M L L A  NUMBER - S O U R C E  S T A T E Y E K T  -
GaTU 1700 _.
i a o o  1~(1-2)iaoi,ieoi3iec4 
1 8 0 4  MT*ASS( 1 )  -
GB T 0  1700 
1 8 0 1  M T = C A S S l  � 1  
1700 A C Z T = A D I T P / M T  
P D B T = R D 0 T P / M T  
S A C e T I = ( A D e T + P D C T ) / i .  
P C B b D = P D a T / A D E T  




__7001 	W R I T E 1 6 , 7 0 C 2 )  
CALL DUMR 
STEP _--. 
7002 FZRb'ATt l H O 2 O H T A B L E  V A L T E  E X C E E D E C I  
-
0 6 i i a 1 c ~  
I h T E R N A L  FLRFL'LJ NUHeERt SI 
d 3 4 E  
.!344 
d 3 4 5  
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K I L G B  P R I N T 7  0611 8 1  C 5 
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SUBR7AlTIYE P R I N T T  

k E A L  JJVKERTHI  INTA~INTP,MASSIVT,  I h T E R A p I h T E R P , I N C t N I 
~. 
DIP!EYSlPN C A T E [ ? I r  X M E N T H f 1 2 I  

QIECN3-I 3y4 F TEh B (253 1 t FTEN I153 1 t A P I  1 5 3  1 

O I V E N S I P N  C 3 R R E C I l l C ) t S e L A R ( 3 C l )  

0 I E NS I PV T :< ( 6 1 9 I PI 7 � 4 A f t 1 4 PN 1 ( 5 1 t � N TE RP I6 1 9 

1 C 3 S E [ 3 6 5 )  3 6 5 )  , 'CCPRIC125) ,AREA ( 4 5 ) 9 ' C N ( 4 5 )  

Z A T T P C K L 4 5 1 , S T E P A ~ 3 t S ) 1 S 7 E P P 1 3 t 5 ) 1 * A S S I Z 5 )  -
CE"VON / h Q  CC/TEF"PTt TEWK ,PRESS t P0CPr  
l P S P P  r R H a , * Q P f l S R B  9 V I  CC 7 V I SCSL q K V I  S C d V S v  G 
D4TA D P 9 / 5 7 . 2 $ 5 7 7 9 5 / ,  P I13.1415$291/tShBC1/6HSlNE / 
1	t R C  I T 1  M/6HT I H E  / 
DATA A I D L t P A  I t  P I 0 / 6 H P  / r C E T I D / 4 H D E T A I L / ~  
- lSHaIOL6HSHERT / .__-
CATA RNDID/6HEND / 
C 215 t' EN / CLK / A-Pe.,PER 1t T ].ME +AE 9 S I N  I r U  0rF  t J J r KE R TH t 
1 C P S I  9 JCh'Ti  CDPRIt ' t  AREA,  A T 1  ACK, C K l  
Z~ASSrAOBTt lPC3T;PDaACt  T I V E C  
3 ,  C e S E r l E t D P ~ 2 , ' P E R , T I C E . l ~ H H t D E e 3  
-.. -. 4 r C A P D ~ l r C A P I D ~ S ~ A R 1 ~ A C T ~ l ~ A P Z ~ l t S ~ A h r S M A C M l ~ S ~ A l D r C A P M l r C b P ~- ._ -. - __ __. 
5vCAPO+DATE 9 XY'ZNTHr FTENB; AP 
I N T E R  A, t ~ T E R P , C D t C b Y e ~ t D A R 0 G Et 1  O X  t CDA t 5C)  -~-	6,-.--_ ­
7,PRINTt  CUT0FF l i  1 ,  A I  ,RPAI  t S A C B T I  
d t REVEL 9 HTdVP I ( P O I  
9 ,  P N I  6)r ANI 6 )  * R E V 1  
.- 1, CCI R R E C  t Sa L AR.3 ATM E 5 9 F TE K 1'0 I URPiL t X.lr AG t RH E XX 9 S E r SA 
1, � 1 ,  RIPP;R PA, a w R  
___._ W R I T ~ ~ 6 ~ 1 5 1 ) A P 0 t P E R 1 1 A I , R P A l t A D ~ T ~ P C 0 T ~ S A D 0 T I ~  
1 M T t C A P W t S " A h ~ C A P I D r ~ M A l C t ' V R I ~ P D I r R E V ~ L t T l M E r R H E ~ ~  
1 1  E I ,  2I PPp'R I PA r ' l  , 2  1'3 
RETURN ?' 4 
-. 15-1 FPRWAT( l H O t H A  E-15.8_, 3 X f 6H P E 1 5 . 8 t 3 X t 6 H A X I S  E 1 5 . 8 t 3 X t  
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-__ 26HAX I D  ETE 1E, 8 9 3 X  t '6b C A S S E 15.8 / t 1 3  i6HN ODE E l  5 8 9 3X 7 
36HARGP E15.9r3X+6kCN'ZDE E15.et3Xd6I'DARGP E 1 5 . 8 / r l X 1  
46HVP ER I GE 15.8 t 3X 9'5k PER I EDE 1 5 .  e ,3 X i 6 b 0 R B  I T  E 15.8 9 3X 4 
56HTIME E 1 5 . , 6 / + 1 X t t k R H B  E15 .8 ,3XvEHEI  E15 .8*3%,  
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